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IN TUE UNITED STATES JISTRICT COURT
FOR TIlE DISTRECT OF DELAWARE

114 RE INTEL CORPORATION MDL No D5l717-JJP

MICROPROCBSSOR ANTITRUST

LITIGATION ____

ADVANCED MICRO DEWCES INC aid No 05-441-hF

AMD INTEPNATIONAL SALES

SERVICE LTD

Phintiff

vs

INTEL CORPORATION and iNTEL

KABIJSHIKI 1AISFTA

Defendant5
________________

PHiL PAUL on behalf of himself and all others No 05-485-JJF

similarly situated

Plaintiffs

vs

llITEL CORPORATION

Defendant
__________

NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSETION OF
ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES INC and AM INTERNATIONAL

SALES SERVICE LTD

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to Rule 30b6 of the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure defendant Intel Corporation will take the deposition of Advanced Micro Devices Inc

and AMD International Sales Service Ltd collectively AMD on January 29-30 and

February 24 2009 beginning each day at 930 a.m at the offices of Biagham McCutchen LLP

Three Embarcadero Center San Francisco CA 94111 or at such other time and place as the

parties may agree The deposition will be recorded by stenographic and sound-and-visual



viclcographic means will bi tiken before Notary Public or other officer authorized to

administer oaths and wiH continue from day to day until completed weekends and pullic

holidays excepted

Reference is marie to the Lescription of Matters on VThich Exaxrdnation is Requested

attached hereto as Exhibit and incorporated herein by this reference In accordance with Rule

30b6 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure AMD is hereby notified of ts obligation to

designate one or more officers directors or managing agents or other persons who consent to

do so to testify on its behalf as to all matters embraced in the Description of Matters on Which

Fxamination is Requested and known or reasonably available to AMD

PLEASE TAKE EURTJIER NOTICE that pursuant to Rules 30b and 34 of the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Intel requests that AMD produce for inspection copying and

use at the deposition all of the documents and other tangible things in their possession custody

or control and responsive to the Categories of Documents arid Tangible Things Requested for

Production attached as Exhibit and incorporated herein by reference Production shall take

place at the time and place of the deposition or at such other time and place as the parties agree

OF COUNSEL POTThR ANDERSON CORROON LLP

Robert Cooper By /s/ W4gDraner
Daniel Floyd Richard Horwitz 2246
Gibson Dunn Crutcher LLP Harding Dran Jr 1023
333 South Grand Avenue Hercules Plaza 6th Floor

Los Angeles CA 90007 1313 Market Street

213 229-7000 P.O Box 951

WilmingtonDF l9899095l

Peter Mull 302 946000
Darren Bernhard rhorpotterandersorcom

JiowreyLLP randersocom
1299 Pennsylvania Avenue

NW Washington DC 20004 Attorneys for Defendants

202 783-0800 1ntel Corporation and Intel Kabushild Kaisha

Dated December 30 2008
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EXHIBIT

DES CBIPTION MATTERS ON WUJCHI

ELtMINATION IS REQITESTEO

DE1LNITONS

AMD shall mean arid refer collectively to plaintiffs Advanced Micro Devices

Inc and AMD International Sales Service Ltd including their respective past
and present

officers directors agents attorneys employees consultants or other persons acting on either of

their behalf

AMD Gustodians or Custodians oieans and rufer to the approximately 440

individuals identified by AMD on Its Custodian List served on June 2006 pursuant to the

StIpulation and Order Regarding Document Production entered by the Court in this Litigation

Litigation means and refers to the litigation in which this Notice of Taking

Deposition has been served

IL

STiBCI MATTER

AMDs implementation and use of Bntuiprise Vault in all relevant geographic

regions including but not limited to

Timing of implementation arid deployment

Initial configuration and any subsequent changes thereto

Migration of data into Enterprise Vault storage including the types of

data migrated and not migrated

Quality control safeguards and auditing

Reporting search and production capabilities

Processes used to extract data from the system and

Errors malfunctions data corruption or loss



AMYs implementation and use of an email oumaling system in all relevant

geographic regions incuthng but not lintifed to

Timing of irnplenientatior and depoyment

initial configuration and any subsequent changes thereto

Types of data the email journaling system was configured preserve

and types of data it was not configured to preserve

Quality control safeguards and auditing

Reporting search and production capabilities

Processes used to extract data from the system and

Errors malfunctions data corruption or loss

Configuration ofAltIYs email systems including but not limited to

Employees ability to customize email settings that could inrpact

preservation of emails

Dumpster settings use of shiftdelete and AMD Custodians ability to

permanenfly delete email naessages

Mailbox size limits or quotas for AMD employees email including but

not fln3itad to

Nature and purpose of any limits or quotas including any changes

after AMD reasotabJy antJcpatcd this Litigation

Consequences of an email aecount nearing or reaching the limit

or quota

Recommendations or instructions to employees and Custodians

and

Whether and when AMD Custodians reached storage limits after

March Ii Z005 and the identities ofuch Custodians

Date on which AM first reasonably anticipated this Litigation and the events

and circumstances leading to AMDs decision to commence this Litigation

AMDs litigation hold notices for the fltigation including but not limited to

The timing of AMDs Issuance of written litigation hold notices

Meaning and intent of the Language used



AMDS knowledge of whether Custodians followed the instructions or

recommendations included in the litigation hold notices

Monitoring and auditing and

IT Department technical support

AMDs harvesting of electronic data for this Litigation fom all geogi-apbic

locations and sources hard drives live exchange serer niaiiboxes lnterprise Vaull email

joumaling including but not limited to

Identity of entities and personnel conducting harvests

Protocols and processes used

Types of data included and excluded from harvests

Timing of harvesting activities

Identity of custodians subject to harvesting and

Documentation auditing and validation

Nature of and protocols for AMD iTs support of custodian preservation

activities

Data processing protocols and procedures utilized by AMDs electronic discovery

vendors including but not limited to

Identity of vendor performing processing fnctions

Processes used

Types of data included or excluded from prcessing

Hardware and software used and

Documentation auditIng and validation

Dc-duplication and near dc-duplication methods used by AMI during this

Litigation including but not limited to

Protocols databases and tools used by FCS and Stratify

Attenex methodology for deduplication and near dc-duplication and

AMJYs kuowledge of whether Custodians manually dc-duplicated or near

dc-duplicated the identity of any such Custodians and any actions taken by AMD
related to Custodians manusl deduplication or neardeduplication



10 Backup tape policies and protoco1 including but not limited to

re-Litigatiori disauter recovery backup tapes inchding type of backups

software and media us ed content and frequency of the bckups tape

rotatioiilrecycling schedule and restoration activities for this Litigation and

reseivation of backup tapes for this Litigation including type of backups

software and media used content and frequency of the backups tape

rotatioDlrecyclirig cheduJe restoration activities for this Litigation

11 Pacts underlying the statement in Mr Heiuns letter of October 24 2005 to Mr
Rosenth1 at that AMDS document retention and destrutiou policies were suspended to

prevent the inadvertent destmction of documents that may be relevant to this lawsuil

12 Any known or suspected non.-preservatiou of AMD Custodian data

13 The timing scope and nature of the problems and/or issues for the following

Custodians data preservation harvesting processing and/or productions

Mr Ruz

Mr 03i

Mr Soares

Mr Kwok

Mr Kepler

Mr Urani and

Mr Bnmsck

14 AMDs attempts successful or unsuccessful to recover restore or produce

documents related to any Custodian including but not limited to the Custodians identified in

Topic 14 above from backup tapes other employees electronic files and/or from chta

previousLy harvested but suppressed by AMDs near-deduplication protocols

15 AMDs audits and investigations of the sufficiency of its data preservation

bajresting and productions reLated to the Litigation
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EXEIIBIT

CATEGORIES OI DOCUMENTS AND TANGIBLE TfIINGS

REQUESTEfl roi rRODUCTION

DE1TN1T1ONS

AMD shall mean and refer collectively to plaintiffs
Advanced Micro Devices

Inc and AMD emational Sales Service Ltd including theft respective.past and present

officers directors agents attomeys employees consultants or other persons acting on either of

their behalf

AMD Custodians or Custodians means and refers to the approximately 440

individuals identified by AM on its Custodian List served on June 2006 pursuant to the

Stipulation and Order Regarding Document Production entered by the Court in this Litigation

Litigation means and refers to the litigation in which this Notice of Taking

Deposition has been served

11

REQUESTS

Documents sufficient to show the dates mid sources of each harvest of electronic

data for each Cnstodian including each harvest from hard drive Enterprise Vault sy stem email

joimialing system PNS and exchange servers

For each Custodian iSocutnents sufficient to show the nature and scope of each

harvest of electrortic data from AMDsEnterprise Vault and enIail jounialing systems including

the search tools parameters anchor criteria used to ettract the data

By Custodian anti for each suppressed email the logs or tracking information

automatically generated by andlor stored within the Aiteuex databases as result of the near

dededuplicalion process as referenced during Mr Cardines interview on October 15 2008

The logs generated during the migration of PSTs into AMDs Enterprise Vault

system as referenced during Mr Meekers interview on December 11 2008

Doeument sufficient to show which Custodians if any requested an increase in

his or her mailbox size quotas after March 2005 the date of any such requests and the

action taken by AMJYs IT department in response to such requests



Documents sufficient to show any instructions recommendation audlor user

guides provided to AM employees or internal AM IT policies andlor procedures related

to AMIYS Enterprise Vault and email journaling systems

For each Custodian documents sufficient to show each email address and/or

display name that when used would result in an email being delivered to the subject

Custodians AMD email account

or each individual AMD Custodian for whom data has not been prodaced to

Intel Ie non-designated Custodians documents sufficient to show

liming of and specific steps taken for preservation of data

Any known or suspected nonpreservation of data

Dates on which the stodians documents were harvested for the

Litigation

Dates on which the Entexprise Vault was first used to capture and

preserve email for the Custodian and

Dates on which the Custodian received Litigation hold notice



IN TH VJTEO STATES DiSIRICT COURT
FOR IIIE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE

CEUL1IçTE_OF

Harding Drane Jr hereby certify that on December 30 200K Ihe attached

document was hand deJivexed to the following persons and was elecironically filed with

the Clerk of the Court using CM/BCF which will send notification of such filings to the

following and the document is available for viewing and downloading from CM/ECF

Jesse Fizmkelstein James Holzman

Frederick Cottrell Ill Clayton Athey

Chad Shanæler Prickett Jones Elliott PA
Steven Fineman 1310 King Street

Richards Layton Finger P.O Box 1328

One Rodney Square Wihnington DE 19K99

920 North King Street

WiJjnjngton DE 19K01

hereby certify that on December 30 200K have Electronically Mailed the

documents to tire following nonregistered participants

Charles Diamond Mark Samuels

Linda Smith OMelveny Myers LLP

OMelveny Myers LLP 400 South Hope Street

1999 Avenue of the Stars 7th Floor Los Angeles CA 90071

Los Angeles CA 90067ncom
lho.com

Salem Katsh Daniel Small

Laurin Jrollnian Cohen Milstein Hausfeld Toll P.LL.C

Kasowitz Benson Toires Friedman LLP 1100 New York Avenue NW
1633 Bioadway 22 Floor Suite 500 West Tower

New York New York 10019 Washington DC 20005

ci@1cwitzcomocom



Craig Corbftt Steve eiman

Judith Zaliid Anthony Shapixo

Zelle Hofinami Voelbel Mason I-3agens Berman Sobol Shapiro LLP

Gette LLP 1301 Fifth Avenue Suite 2900

44 Montgomery Street Seattle WA 98101

Sulte 3400 b.law.om
Sara Francisco CA 94104 tonyhbssiaw.com

kize1im
jd11e.coni

Guido Saveæ Michael HausiŁd

Alexander Saveri Brent Landau

Saveri Saveri Inc flausfeld LLP

706 Sansome Street 1146 19th Street NW
San Francisco CA 94111 Fjfth Floor

gçgvericom Washington DC 20036

t1ckyii.crn mhausfe1dhausfeld11p.cora

blarida4thaljp.com
Michael Lelmiann

Jon King

Haus1e1d LLP

44 Montgomery Street

Suite 3400

San Francisco CA 94104

mlehmann1Iausfeldl1p corn

By Harding Drane .fr

Richard Horwitz 2246
Harding Drane Jr 1023

PO1TJR ANDERSON CORROON LLP

Hercuies Plaza 6th Floor

1313 Market Street

P0 Box 951

Wilmington D1 19899-0951

302 984-6000

wdranepotteranderson.com

Attortzeyfor Dftndants

In Corporation and Intel Kcthushikt Ka.iha

Dated December 30 2008
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SUMMARY CI3ART OFINTFLS RULE 30B6 DiJosLTJoN ToPICS

Enterprise Vault EV See Third Ashley fled 23 Foundational discovery

AMD acknowledges this topic is Crt Suznn2ary Chart Topics

proper subject of inquiry

A-MD used EV for preservation Fowler Deci lj 9-14 3542

AMI harvested data om EV Internal AMD IT Errialls

AMD chose not to migrate certain Interview topic

classes of data

Journaling System Sae Third Ashley Lecl 24 Foundational discovery

A-MD acknowledges this topic is Crt Summary Chart Topic

proper subject of inquiry
Fowler DeeL 9-14

AMP used journal 101
Internal AM1 Emails

preservation _____

AMD harvested data ftomjournal
_____

Interview topic

Scope of messages captured by

jorna1
__________ ____

Configuration of Email Third Ashley Dad 1125-29 Foundational discovery

Systen AMD acknowledges this topic is Internal AM IT emails

proper subject of inquiry
Crt Summary Chart Toplc

Configuration of AMI email

accounts nailbox sza quotas
Fowler tecL 9l9 22-28

dumpster settings etc can impact

preservation
Interview topic

sAME claims that 1Ieleted

Folder was used for custodian

preservation

Reasonable Anticipatión AMIYs duty to preserve data was Foundational discovery

of Litigation triggered when it reasonably
Fowler fled AMDs

anticipated taking action to initiate

preservation efforts began
litigation against lntai

immediately after the

announced its March 2005

decision.

Litigation Hold Notices AM acknowledges this topic is Foundational discovery

proper subject of inqyiry crt Summary Chart Topics 10

AMD states the tirrilng 12

distribution and content of notices
Fowler fled 11 7-8 34

are key components to

preservation Paxlyvezsions of AMIDs

A725OO441



directions for how custodians

could create special

lreservation Notice folder to

storepotcntia11y relevant

materiaL citatlon omitted

Creating this folder was not

thandatory and as result of

the Vault and Journal

eventually became

unnecessary Fowler DocL

345

10/24105 Hei-ron Letter at 3-4

Elx to Fowler DecLJ

Harvesting See Third Ashley Deci 30-32 Foundational discovery

A4I acknowledges certain Crt Summary Chart Topic

information related to this topic 15
Fowler Deci 15-17

proper subject of
inquiry

SurninaryofAMDsDociirncnt
Tiinmg scope and nature of

Collection Protocols ito

harvests may Impact 1C
Fowler Deci

sufficiency of AMDs data

productions
AMDs 7124fO Brief offered

ipformal exchanges about

AMD collection protocols

____________ Interview

topics

IT Support of See Third Ashley Deci 23-29 Foundational discovery

Preservation AMD acknowledges this topic is Internal AIvfl IT emails

proper subject of inquiry .Interview topics

Preservation problems and other

relevant tech issues often

communicated to AMI IT

IT performed and supervised

certain preservation activities

Data Processing AMD acknowledges this topic is Foundational discovery

proper subject of inquiry Fowler Deal 43-46

Processing activities may ifiter Jnterview topic
exclude or cox7upt relevant data

AMDs l219fO Status Report
1nformaton about this topics is

re histograms

necessary to understand

sufficiency of AMIYs data

productions

A/72200644I



De-Duplication See Third Ashley Deel 35 Foundational discovery

AMD acknowledges this topic is Crt Surumary Chart Topic 11

proper subject of
iflqiiiiy _._ Interview topic

Topic is necessary to understand
12/9/08 Status Report

sufficiency oIAMIYs productions
re histograms

Relevant to histogram analysis

AMD has produced significant

duplicates within custodians

1.0 Backup Tapes Touted by AMD as failsafe Foundational discovery

Due of first steps in preservation Fowler DeoL 5-6

Could be highly relevant to AMDs Backup Tape Retention

remediation issues Protocols Ex to Fowler

DeeL
Oji remeation

0t24/O5 Rerron Letter at 1-2
remediation

contradictiori of AMD 30- Interview topic

day backup representations

Ii Suspension of AM acknowledges this topic is Foundational discovery

document retention and proper subject of inquiiy
10/24/05 Flerron Letter at

destruction policies
Relevant to hitels inquiry into the to 7/24/0 Fowier Deci

sufficiency of AMDs actions to

preserve data

Relevant to evaluate whether

AMD accurately deserlled its

practices
______

12 Non-preservation of AMD acknowledges this topic is Crt Summary Chart Topic

Data proper subject of inquiry AMD IT ernails

Relevant to sufficiency of

productions

13 Custodian-specific AMD acknowledges this topic is Crt Summary Chart Topics

problems proper subject of inquiry 13

Relevant to sufficiency of

productions Fowler Decl 22-29

AMDs 12/908 Status Report

rehistograins

14 RemediallSupplemeutal See Third Ashley Deci 12 Rernedial Production

Data Productions AMD acknowledges this topic is Remedial Production

proper subject of inquiiy
_____

A/7280014



nature and scope of all AMD
remedial productions

15 Auclitaffrivestigations AMD claims to have conducted 524fO7 Hearing Tr at 9-13

numerons reviewS of its Mr Samuels stating

program and has consistently We. .told Mr Cooper in no

reported its program is uncertain terms thai we are

exemplary without any lapses unaware of any systemic failure

AMiDs failure to disclose obvlous
or lapse of AMIDs preservation

preservation issues raises
plans or efforts We have

questions
c1ojble-cheeked That remains

the case today There is

absolutely no basis for concern

on Intels part about AMIDs

document preservation

activities ..there is no

reasonable cause to think that

AMID has been derelict in the

slightest-

VlO07 Samuels Letter to

cooper We have now

completed review of AMIDs

preservation program with

respect to each of the W8 AMD
party-designated production

custodians We are pleased to

report that our preservation

program appears
to be operating

as designed and intended no

have

AJ72500644



SUMMARY CHART OF INTEIS DOCUM1NT REQUESTS

DaeThDecL Intel requested this AI1D has provided

information in writing initial harvest
0-32

AMlYs delay hi

harvesting data and the

the sources

of those harvests

length of time between

harvests from hard

and supplement

with Exchange

drives journal and vault

are highly relevant
Server Journal

vault PNS

Necessary to allow Intel
Harvest dates were

to identify any gaps in
tracked and thus

the retention and

production of data

information should

between the dates of hard

be readily available

drive and Vault harvests

to be produced in

chart format

Vault/Journaling See Third Ashley Deel interview AMD likely

Extraction Info 23 -24 topic
tracked this

information and it

Information necessary to
should be readily

evaluate the sufficiency available

of AMDs extraction of

data from the

Vaultijoumal systems _______________

Deduplication Logs necessary to interview Logs are

Logs understand sufficiency of topic
automatically

data production
Court Summary Ch generated and

AM unilaterally

stored and readily

available

Implemented near

deduplication protocol

AMDs main defense to

histogram analysis is

near-ileduplication
_____ ______ ___________

________________

PSI Migration See Third Ashley Dccl interview Logs are

Logs 23 topic automatically

Only way to verify if Coirt Suimnary Chart
generated and

inigratons were Topic
sloind and readily

successful

available

AMDITemails

MvID IT instructed

custodians to delete PSTs

after migrations

AM IT did not audit _______ _____ _____

A/72BOO44.1



these logs

Mailbox Size See Third Ashley DecI interview Targeted search of

Quota Docs V5-29 topic emails or AMD IT

MaiLbox size quotas IrternaJ AW logs help

tickets
intended and designed to emails

discourage andlor Search limited in

Tip and Tricks IT

prevent email retention
notices scope custodians

and search terms
Custodians had mailbox

related to mailbox
size problems

size quotas

AW IT rec.omrnended

deleting and clearing

email folders to avert

size limitations

Vaiiit/Joumaling See Third Ashley Dccl Intel requested and Intel is only asking

Overview Does J23-24 AM agreed to for small number

Vault and oumaling
produce on several of overview

occasions overview documents the
used for preservation

documents related to internal bow to

AMD harvested from A1Ds vaultljoumal gtides for

both sources for this
system employees and the

litigation internal AM ITAMD only produced

fsw publicly-available
polioiesfprocedures

for VaultlJournai
documents it

downloaded from AMD IT most

website likely have these

douumets stored
Court Summary Chart

in single location
Topics

interview

topics

Emails Addresses See Third Ashley Dccl interview List of custodian

and Resolve Names j24 topic email addresses

AMD edracted data
aliases and resolve

names should be
from journal system

using single email
centrally stored ad

address
easy to provide

ffistiast@amd.com

Extraction process

excluded other email

addresses and resolve

names for custodians

Non-designated Relevant to AMD Intel has requested AMD has already

Custodian rernedjation this infonnatiori on provided journal

AI72tQO644



Enformation soveral occaswns dates for all

During S/ 1/08
eustOchns

hearing Mr Herron
productwri and

stated that
non-desgated

designated Gustodians AIvID tracked this

are only relevant to information and it

the extent they relate should be readily

to remediation See available for

Ex Heg Tr at production in chart

67I4-681S format

A/72500G44.1
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Teleconference

Page

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAVARE

ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES

Plaintiffs Civil Action No
0S441JlF

INTEL CORPORATION

Defendant

Teleconference in above matter taken pursuant
to notice before Renee Meyers Certified Realtime

Reporter and Notary Public in the offices of Blank Rome
LLP 1201 North Market Street Viirnington Delaware on

Thursday Septeuber 11 200B beginning at approxüuately
100 P.tLL.r there being present

BEFORE

THE HONORABLE VINCENT POPPITI SPECIAL MASTER

APPEARANCES

OMELVENY MYERS

DAVID HERRON ESQ
ROBERTA VESPREMIL ESQ

1999 Avenue of the Stars

Los Angeles California 90067

for AND

COREETT WILCOX

Registered Professional Reporters

230 North Market Street I7ilmin9tOn RE l999
302 5710510

Corbett 7ilcox is not affiliated

ith Wilcox Fetzer Court Reporters

www corbettrepoting Corn



Teleconference

____
Pages 2_toS

Page Page

MPRNCES CoalJcae MR CYflRELL Good aemoon Your

RICOWrDS LAY0N FINGER

SREDCJ1ICK C011RCLL org EOQ Honor Prod Coltreil in Wilmington And on the phone

Oie 1tchrsy Snt wjth jjrs from OMelveny is David Herron and Roberta

Wnto DC 19559

ar AMD Vespremi V-e-s-p-r-em-i a0d Your Honor Peth Osmonri

poi-ra5 IIItSON CORROON

HARDING IYRAJ4E JR CSQ believe is on and she is with AMD That should ho it

133t4orItiMazk%Srret6thF1DDr fbrAMD
WjImin550n DC 19095

spEciAl MAsTElpotrI Thank you
81IN063A3f McCUTCNCI1 LU
DON 8IC1ET OSQ Mn Osnond are you on
BRIAN ROCCA RIQ
MeKM WORIIOINGTON sEQ

MS OSMOND Yes am Your Honor

10 Eb reedre Ceetar 10 SPECIAL MASTER POPPITI i-ii
See Freeatece Celiterria 54111

51 11 much

32 011380N NJ OCRLITCYtEL LU
RocoossR 12 Anyone üom the Class pathcipattsig

13 a1CJtARXLtVYCSQ 13 MR AThEY Yes Your Honor Clayton
DA7.4NL tWYD sEQ

54 It OCICI1tDERF nESQ Athoy of Piekett loner for the Class AndI should be

353 Sooth GraM

10 LoAe1eeCaIilrnia 95715l57 1.5 ittoday tbrths Class

far Intel

SPECIAL MASTER POPPITI Thank you dr
16

HOW8YSfl4ON 17 And from Intel please
THOI8AS PLLICRJtACH sEQ

1292 Peeseylveero Mfld NW 18 MR DRANE Good afternoon Your Honor

11 Warhinetha D.C 29004

for Tht
19 This is Harding Deane at Potter Anderson Corroon in

19 20 Wilmington and wilt ask my co-counsel to introduce

SRICXErT JONES ELUOTI
SO CL 1ONdT8iBY 21 themselves

1310 0narr
21 WIlainglon DC 19801

22 SPECIAL MASTER POPPITI Thank ou
for Clone

23 Mr Drane

23 ALSo tRESel 24 MR PICKEfl This is Don lickett and

-...- -.--

Page Page

APPF.ARANCS Continued with me McKay Worthington McKa-y

Eeth Osmond Esq W--rt..h-i-ngt-o-n

Elizaheth Sloan Erq MR ROCCA Good aliarnoon This is

Eric Friedberg Brian Roses R-o.-c-e4 from Elogham MoCutaben

lenthr Mardn SPECIAL MASTER POPP1TL Thank you

Mr Rocca

MR.COOPER MdYorHootoutin
SPECIAL MASTER POPPLfl Hello Vincent

L.A Rob Cooper Kay Kocheraderfar Rich Levy and

Poppiti just joined
thinkmaybeDaoFloydisOnMR SMALL Good morning Your Honor

This is Don Piekett
10 SPEciAL MASTER POPPITI Thank you

10 SPECIAL MASThR PUFFIn Good morning
11 MR DILLICKRACR Also Torn Dillicinach

11 is 12 from Howiy D-i4-l-i-c-k-r-a-c-h

12 Whet we will do is we will go through 13 MR PICKEIT Your Honor one other

13 fi7r the court
reporters purpose and certainly for my 14 this is Mr Pickett Your Honor one other thing We

14 purpose once have everyone once can expect VIYO 15 have with us on the line Mr Ashley who is our consultan

15 hasdlickedon rdiiloryoutoknowthatEricFriedherg 26 is casethereareanytechinca is5l7eSthatiSe

16 nd his colleae Jennifer Martin are here and Liz
27 SPECIAL MASTER POPPITI Thank you

17 Sloan is also here with me And you will see the reason
18 That may prove to he helpfUl

18 why it was important to hove the consultants that you
19 MR ASHLEY Good afternoon Your Honor

19 permitted me to retain for this purpose here with me
20 Iohn Ashley Asble-y

20 today as we move throughout the troethre of the work we

21 are going to do for the rest of the aietnoon or
21 SPECIAL MASTER POPPITI Thank you

22 hopefully for not the reSt of the aliernoon but the work 22 Mr Ashley

23 thtwe have to do today
23 Counsel let me do this asi make some

24 Lees start with AtvS please
24 efibrt to set the stage here expect you have all bad
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the benefit of receiving the charts that hopefully form So what would propose is that we

will form the agenda if we need to be going through cad ippreach the eirsmiaation of the chart that you all have

of the items during the course of the afternoon But let with goal in mind of seeing whether you can still make

mc initially
make couple of observations if tniglat the eibrt to d0 as much of the work vith inspect to the

No both parties have asked ma to information that Intel is looking for that AMD hs

address the issue as to whethet as result of the work indicated it ir willing to provide how coach of that you

you attempted to do infonnaily to request and gather can do irfosmally understanding that at some point

infonnafion surrounding the subject matter that we are Intel waais to sit 3obX6 witeest or witnesses lit the

going to be talicijig about the during the course of the chair to verify information that it has either already

10 afternoon whether or not there was waiver on the past
10 received It was in the process of receiving or AM will

11 of Intel to forego its opportunity to ask for formal 13- continue to provide

12 discovery in the subject area 12 What id like to do is ask both skle

13 And 1though am satisiled that the 13 whether that approach makes some sense

14 record does not support waiver that would foreclose 3-4 Mk kRRON David Berron fur AM We

15 Intel time opportunity to conduct formal discovery 15 do agree with your analysis and the way you have set

16 think its important for me to say at the same time otst and that is fuse approach for AM
17 am confident that there were requests that were made by 17 ML PICKEU Your Honor this is Don

18 Intel that AMI either responded to in fulsome thshioti 18 Picketi it may be spprcpriate if fully understand

19 was in the process of responding to those requests or 19 it for little background We have been engaged in

20 had indicated that it was willing to honor those 20 discussions Intel ad AM have been engaged in

21 requests
21 discussions about these topics for alittle over year

22 That all says to ma that there are flomn 22 SPECIAL MASTER POPPIfl Since April Us

23 myperspcetive discretepethaps subject Sreas or 23 11th 2007

24 discrete issues where them w8s in fact request for 24 MR PICKEID Right And there has bern

Page Page

information and Intel did one of those several things progress made during that time but lot of this was an

It either responded to it in fulsome fashion it was in inquiry that revealed some items in the begijuuing more

the process of responding to it or it had promised to do items were revealed as it WeisS through and then

ifiaL And is seems tome that the work wi conduct this particularly as result of this these motions great

aemoon should be set against that backdrop deal of new information was of course developed and

The reason why say that is because the manner and some of the answers led us to believe that

believe it becomes my ultimate responsibility to measure fbrmal discovery really was going to be necessary and

any requests for formal discovcry against what has would need to get eonfmrrnation under oath of lot of

already either occurred what was in the process of these things you know declaration of Mr Fowlar

10 occurring or even what AM 1usd indicated it was wWiu 30 raises new questions that kind of thing

11 to do informally 11 However if you are saying only that

12 What would like to suggcst is that 12 this type of motion is somewhat premature now that the

13 rather than expecting that you arc going to be asking inc
13

pasties
could make additional progress informally and

14 this arrouoon to literally go through each request that 14 thea we would proceed with discovery think that would

Intel made formally and ask rue to then measure and are 15 be something the parties should do in prompt manner and

not sure have the record to do this what AM bar done 15 we should then return to you to pursue whatever matters

11 that is what it did what it was in the process of 17 we have although can say that we do need to get some

18 doing or what it had indicated it intended to do lbs 18 discovery

19 the purpose of
ray measuring line by line word by word 1.9 We have had no discovery at We

20 the eppicStiosl to puts 30b6 witness in the chair 20 have had no one under oath We have had answers which

21 No and the application In mains sure that befbre that 21 are not complete not definitive and so at some point

22 occurs that the documents that you have requested line 22 we are goiag to want that We have made that request in

23 by line word by word and request by request is honored 23 May and 3-think for the parties to make some progress

24
lbxrnaily

24 in the intetim its fine but dont think that should
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be along process what reservation breakdowns do they contend they need

SPECIAL MASThR POPPITX And Ehinic look into

ebat bear you saying is that on Intels part theta is Those have been defined now by

willingness to contirine to develop as much information Mr Ashiey and thats where focut ought to ba If this

as you can inrtna1Jy tanderstanding that at some point discovery oceurs thfonnaiy ant should as regards to

YOU have the pertbct right to secure representations
technical matters then it s1ould go forward that way and

under oath in fashion that gives you the folom kind that should be the end of it

of 30bG information that arpect Judge Essnan Ifpsrts of the discovery ad think

contemplated that expect the default roles of are some have to be completed by way of 30b6
10 e-discosery and the Dittrict contemplate and that 10 depsit1on aial documents production thafs fine But

11 expect that AM cannot oppose 21 our interest is bringing this to closure on the issues

12 Did Istate that fairly
from A4Ds 12 truly in issue now

13 perspective 13 SPECIAL MASThRPOPPITL Well and part

14 3IR.J3ERROW Iudgetthinkyou meant 14 ofroy dilemma andlwiUevendefertoEricand.Ten

15 intels perspective 15 here in terms otmaldng this littlo sornewhatofa

16 SPECIAL MA5TEIt POPPlTJ No moan 16 conversation ifyoti will part of my dilemma in

17 from AjyjYs perspective that AMi cannot oppose pultin 17 approaching the
application as it exists and cetta3mly

LB someone in the chair to provide the kind of information 28 giving study to it from both sides ISlam ord on thIs

19 that Intel is looking for from 30Cb6 witness 19 record ab1 to make any jndgnient with respect to what

20 MR IERItON AMD does not oppose having 20 intbrmation has been provided for the purpose of putting

21 30b6 witness testify about those subjec1 on which 22 me in
position

of tnaking ajudginent as to what fomini

22 deposition is needed And as we said in our brief we 22 discovery is needed to dl in the holes

23 have suggested that we should have 30b6 deposition
23 Amid dout think you all went either roe

24 certain topics There is no doubt about that Thats to be in time position mayh you do or that you want me

Page 11 Page 13

what Judge Feriian ordered along with my conltnnts to be the position arid

But need to if could Your lformor again maybe you do of literally looking through

respond briefly to wbat Mr Pickets outlined with his everything that AId has provided for purposes of snaking

ho is suggesting thim return to meet and oonlet fair and appropriate judgment as to how deep formal

processes culminating in return to you with yet another discovery should go Because it seems to me my

motiofl and then ultimately discovery ordered on OSetStchlng responsibility
in roan aging discovesy is to do

whatever is left out there just that and dont think either of you want to be in

We have been down the path of having an position
of literally having to redo what you have

agretsineot we thought that is now disavowed and tbo aIrady doite

10 provision of Jot of responses that is you know 10 And domt believe that have got

11 informal to nature but formally responding to formal 11 record that permits either toe to do that independunt of

12 discovery 22 the Courts consultants or along with the Courts

13 So when Mr Pickets
says

that no 13 consultants to sey Look Intel salted for this AM has

14 discovery has happened at all if first not th ease 34 indicated that ifs either provided it or intends to

15 We both parties have provided summaries in lieu of other 15 provide it and once it does provide it if it hastit

15 forms ofresponse to discovery 15 yet whether the quality of that inforrustionis in fact

17 We have beast down this road for long 17 whet Intel was looking for

18 time Intel has now posed to us discovery which even 18 cant do that on this rccotd unless

19 after the rnbrnssion which submIt are comprehensive 19 you tell met am missing something here

20 about AIvIDs preservation system you know Intel still 20 MR HERROIt Judge ith David Herron

21 hat expanded its new discovery by 50 percent not 21 understand that and agree with you that IL is ditficult

22 acknowledged that yrcvious discovery has been supplied 22 where the Court
says to mslze the assessment you just

23 and it insisting on wide-ranging discovery that doesnt 23 described But also submit that its not necessary for

24 go to the core issue ofwhat loss do they contend exists
24 the Court to make that nssessment
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What we know now is that is coming to have idrntied onmbe of lapses hday expect that

the Court to compel discovery Intel has definitively your terni lapses may be the term have adopted

identified through Mr Mblry and through its bxieflng purported problem

those areas in whieh it has issues or concerns MR iCIEiT That would be fair

Importantly what the Court seat to us SPECIAL MASTER VOPlTh Then think

yesterday thinic very accurately chronicles precisely understand what you em saying

atiat Intel is raising now and precisely defines what MR- CKETT And there may be couple

Intel says Iruly
is in issue o1 additional problems that arent 00 your summary chait

That outline that the Court provided is but essentially you have captured IL

10 what ought to be you know what ocns ought to be pot ox 50 SPECiAL MASTER lOPPITI Okay

il and where we oight to try and decide two things is 11 MR flCKIS3T The second paint wanted

12 discovery necessary on that on each item chronicled by 12 In make is at sense point soon Intel is going to need

13 the Court set out in the outline And second if it is 13 actual real discovery The Federal Rules itthi

14 necessary by whal means can It most reasonably and In it checked dont have something called informal discovery

15 Ah4Jt interests but also in intels iiitcrests what 15 However that inlbrmaJ discovery could be more

16 means by which should it be delivered Should it be 16 efficient way particularly with the
experts

to

informally as is probably the best wayto resolve 17 commuoicate so that when we tee up the actual discovery

19 technical issues or Should it be by way of document 18 we can get through some items
quite quickly in the

19 production and 30b6 testImony 19 30bXG Others we may not make as progress only to do

20 And thivk that by following he path 20 it in amore deliberate way

21 that the Court has charted out by the outline that and 21 ut think thats
helpful suggestion

22 think comprehensive outline of the issues that Intel 22 keeping in mind that at seine point you do need answers

23 now raises we get to the resolution of the inquiry
Into 23 under oath you do need them from

qualified
witnesses

24 AM preservation Intel gets the answers In the form that 24 with source doctunenia Thats certainly something that

Page 15 Page 27

it seeds and we can resolve all these outstanding AMP has asked of Intel and its certainly something that

issues any party thlnk has the right to under the Federal

MR FICKETI Your Honor this is Rules the locti Rules sod Judge Farnans order

Mr ickett if could SPECIAL MASTER POPPITh certainly

SPECIAL MASTER POPPITh Yes you can understand that but think it becomes my responsibility

pleate within the language of the Federal Rules within the

MR PICIZEU Thank yam Let me rst spirit of the Federal Rules within the expectation

start by saying responding In the point that Mr Ashley know that Judge Farnan has to sespeet the work that you

and Intel have definitively identified all of the lapses have already done that is you have attempted to do some

10 That is given the context of where we have been hr the 10 things informally cant define that sO gIven the

11 recant months know thats not right Intel is ii state of this record but know that do not inland to

12 somewhere inthe middle of this investigation Whether 12 simply say You have done 100 percent of what you neede

13 Its ncoveed 20 percent or percent of the lapses we 13 to do informally and you still have the right to do it

14
just

dont know We cant know that until we continue it formally alt over again dont think its 100 percent

15 the investigation 15 so its probably the extreme example makes the exhenie

16 We have been peeling an onion and as 16 example

57 say and these production lapses bays some were revaied 17 But what will not do is will not

18 last year far more were revealed frankly in the course lB permit you as said earlier in my opening if you will

19 ofthis motion So we cant say that thats it unless 19 opening mmarlç that ifyou have achieved the goal in

20 you know we have chance to do little more 20 getting the irifonnation that you were looking for

21 investigation 25 istlbrrnaJy lain not going to simply put you back at

22 Second we are going to need 22
square one because you have identified from your

23 SPECIAL MASTER POPPITI do want to 23 perspective en Individual lapse or systemic 1apse and

Pt interposes question here You say you have been you 24 dont see systemic at this
point on this record
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What may make some sense even befbre position correctly it is essentially seeking

you make some effort to see where you are isitbnnally and representations under oath as to the fact that it took

ulthnately thee better dethe where you think you need in seven months to implement the automated retention systen

be with formal discovery what may make some sense is and why

briefly go through the table Mr Friedberg is here And if II understand AMID correctly it

Ms Martin is here your expert is there and literally seems to me that AM is although it doesnt say it that

make souse comment if you will on the purported directly this is air appropriate subject for 30b6

problems respecting lntcla argoment respecting AMIDs witness is it not

argument and response so that perhaps comment from the MR HRR.RON Judge it hue to have

10 Courts consultants with appropriate conversation with 10 witnesS testify abt this although it seems redundant

11 Mr Abiey fhthat becomes necessary it ears better 31 to sdmissio almesdymads which iAMt institutedits

12 frame the work that you need to do so you will get some 12 journal and filed archives in November of 200$ so what

13 sense as to why thought it was important to start this 13 purpose the 30b6 testimony ouuld serve on that point

14 conference in this thshio 14 sen not sore

15 Does that mains senst you all 15 SPECIAL MAZTER POPPITI understand

15 MRPICKETfl Sure ithink there is 16 exactly whatyou aresaying stthe end of the day

17 danger getting bogged down i.e sonic details so hopfiilly 17 expecting that there will be 30b6 withess if Intel

18 we can keep it in some rind of ekvatiori chooses to want to take up whatever time psi-mit for

SPECIAL MASTER POPPITI It will be 10 them to go back and have you relay
what you already said

20 elevated and an you cmi ace my interests by virtue of 20 dont want to be ins position of controlling that

21 providing you with the table that you have its 21 question and that answer in 30b6 deposition

22 ixnportaisttorme to keep it ftuctured 22 iwitl give you the
appropriate

amount

23 MR HERRON Judge its flee with AlvU 23 of time when fts important for me to do that aisd then

24 MR PICKLrr Would you hire Intel to 24 you will Intel will allocate its time appropriately

Page 19 Page 21

proceed first But think thats what you all arc looking the with

SPECIAL MASTER POPP1TI Wall lets respect to No If that is the ease lets move on to

yeah lets do it that way The identified problem bIn two

is the automated journalling and archiving not MR P1CEETT Thats certainly right

implemented until November the 2nd of 201t5 with respect to the issue No tin this summary We have

Discussion off the record request
thats broader with respect to thejournalling

sPECIAL MASTER popPrrL Lets start involved but think thats for another day

with OttO then please SPECIAL MASTER POPPITI As understand

MR PJCKETT So can introduce it and the request as you say it is broader you are looking

30 Mr Ashley if you want to add any comments thats lure 30 for the Same kind of information with
respect to

13 The first issue having to do with the timing ofthe 11 journalling and also with respect to both with respect

12 journilmg involved archiving We have bean provided 12 to the vaulting system aird with respect to the

13 journal dates We have not beii provided the vault 13 joumalling system you are in sense looking for the

14 archiving dates 14 same kind of information that would have expected you

15 There is statement from A1vID that the 15 would have even under the default standards that this

16 migrations occurred around the sante thue but there are 16 District follows

17 exceptions that havent been identified or explained 17 MR PICKEIT Thats correct

18 And lts not clear to inc whether AMID has agreed to 18 MR HERRON Judge am frmidy

19 provide that infonnation but that it that might be 19 little bewildered here in that we have already provided

20 something we could explore our the informal meet and 20 souneooeto atlntcle request for an Intel informal

cotifor process as Your l3oaor is suggesting 21 iirterview

22 SPECIAL MASTER POPPfl1 And 22 SPECIAL MASTER ROPPITI understand

23 Mr Friedberg has either comment or question
23 that Mr Meeker tally aware of whet you havt

24 My question is if uttderstand Intels 24 done understand that Mr Meeker was available for an
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hour and gather that that meant he was available for MR 1-IERRDH toily agree with that

an appropriate amount of time to answer questions mean 51 think thats great approach What 51 was

My am not in position as we are actually going to go on to respond to was Mr Picketts

sitting her to make the judgment that what Mr Meeke indication that there were other issues beyond this one

did was in fulsome nature with respect to both the related to this very topic that he says are for another

vaulting and the journalliog system day It seams me that the Other day tode and

So am not in aposftion to
ray

to that in followirigthe outline thatynu have just given

you Does it maIm sense for us to do it again It to you know reach conclusion about what should be

doesnt toake sense for ens to say to you Do it again bu inquired to and how it would be useful to hear the over

10 51 cant make that judgment on this record 10 issues now so they are all on the table..

11 ML RERRON Your Honor understand 11 My fear here is that we will go through

12 and certainly agree 12 this ae.d have raised some issues but Intel will

13 SPECIAL MASTER POPPITI Eric do you 13 intentionally defer others in an effort to prolong the

14 have 14 process rather than truncate it And

15 ML FR DBER.G Judge just 51 think what 15 SPECIAL MASTER POPPIEtI can assure

16 we sic trying to accomplish in going issue by issue 16 you that it is not my intention to permit the process to

ll technically is to figure out at this point arid give you 17 truncated In fact think when we conclude as sue

18 sortie feedback of what our sCnse is of the technical 18 conclude our business today its going to be important

19 merits of various of these sub issues and that may 19 for nsa to say to the both ofu Here is the time limit

20 affect the total amount of time thai ends up being 20 that Id like to sac you work within So its not going

21 allotted for what is 30bX6 deposition as matter of 23 to be an open-ended process

22 right
22 MR PTCIBTT We have no problem with

23 In other words ifs almost impossible 23 that We would 113cc to proceed as promptly as we can

24 to because the party rather Intel is permitted In 24 But cast be littleI can provide some clasificattort

Page 23 Page 25

take 30bX6 deposition on the issues of preservation On some of what we are gning to need sod sortie of that

and Ineation and sithivirig and
army potential lapses ifs the baslc toundtionst understanding of some of these

very herd to parse it op issue by issue and have an systems

instruction that they shall riot be permitted to ask about You know we havewe get answers nd

particular
technical Set of circnmstanms atthe we have questions

in response nd hopefully the
experts

deposition ears look through those You have listed alot of these

llwoold helpful Ithink to hear things but we just need to know some of the basic of what

ftomn AMD about why the following approach wouldnt snake happened when it happened why it happened and thats

sans which is if we give some feedback technical think just part of our underlying as call it

10 matter about what we think about some of the merits of 10 bundatinnal discovery with
respect

to the retention of

11 these things why wouldnt it make srnse then for that 11 production

12 to guide Intel about how much it wants to embrace the 12 SPECIAL MASTER POPPITI And by when it

13 Informal exchange and then how much it therefore wants 13 happened why it happened are you suggesting with

14 to pursut ma the 30bX6 deposition And as the Judge 14 tespeet to particular custodian or arc you suggesting

15 said if Intel given the time that the lodge is going to 15 that for example with respect to the to the vaulting

16 allot for the totality of these technical decisions if 16 system

17 Intel wants to waste 80 percent of its time cm something 17 MR PICKETT Really meant with the

that seems to be something you all have gone over you 18 vaulting system You know they have told us it happened

19 know to fairly well then why shouldnt they
be allowed 19 around the time of the irrumalling but there are

in other words why isnt that the mnst efficient way 20 exceptions But there is kind of arm obvious thilow-op

21 to deal with it is to allow Intels self-interest in not 21 question If got that answer in formal deposition

22 wasting its time at the 30b6 deposition
that Its 22 would say Well what were the erwcptinerr

23 guingte getbethesaenethatinjmsctsssnity intothe 23 SPECIALMASTEEtPOPP1T1 Yes Sotheri

24 procear 24 itseenItto me ttatyoucazm get you can ask the
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question now yea can ask it informally during your And so It certainly seems that you

ntended meet and confer and to the extent that its know to the extent that users are.-- AMD is saying for

going to be important for you to be using your 30b6 example that in sonic of these people they are using the

time to get
that under oath then you wilt have ass deleted items folder think folderisig tecbnique in

opportunity to do that as well other words it is moving items to deleted items folder

But you are right having that and thats why naunber of the a-malts are appearing in

information before inirmsUy is certainly belte.t than the deleted items folder And that they are also

not having it at all as you walk into the 30b6 representing that and there is dispute over the

depositionroom numbers Ibelieve abouthowmany folks did that but

10 MR P1C.ET Exactly So asJ envision 10 they are also representing that generaUy speaking that

11 ii we with the
experts

do this extensive but cciesit 11 wasnt the technique that most people used to do the

12 and timely meet and confer and then we each side 12 foldering and thats why san-st of the e-mails that are

13 regroupn probably with you aridwogo forward 13 being produced inadeleled items folder having betupar

14 SEECIALMASTERPOPPITh Lets go 14 of the pack thats why mostf them occur in

15 through with our feedback point to point because think 15 concentrated number of books

16 that will infoon your work even as you calendat it out 16 So you know that certainly seems

17 So lets move on to please 17 factually possible that number of the top extscutwes

18 PJCB1T Right No.2 actually 18 were indeed using the deleted items folder as place

19 No.2 and No are very closely
related This goes to 19 in essentially clean their in boxes out and its not--

20 the fact that as you state hete in the analysis 20 andthe fact that probably because they could manage

21 49 percent of the 53000 deleted items produced in the 21 them better and the fact that not everybody was doing

22 self-select period were from four of the most se.nior 22 that doesnt necessarily
indicate that there was come

23 eecotives at AMD and that raised some quest-ions in our 23 anomalous type of harvest tingling

24 mind and the explanations finns Mr Meeker raised furthe 24 So it strikes us that AMLYs proffer in

Page 27 Page 29

questions this regard is feasible Its clearly something that

He states that be apparently on his thiric that we think that yea could test pursuant to AMDs

own went ilt and changed dumpster settings for two of offer of additional informal disclosure And again you

them he retrieved items from dumpsters from four other know if you ant just talking about the foldering at

people And even his explanations raise questions this point not the cent items issue -- you 1osos you all

because we submitted in Exhibit to Mr Ashleys et are going to have to niake decision therefore about if

declaration Your Honor which showe that the sent AMID profficre more comprehensibly regarding the way in

e-maits from Mr Ruix practically disappeared produced which or the reasons by whib the deleted ltems are

from him you know particularly in June through October clustered amongst smaller number executive whether

10 and if the dumpsters had been reset ibrhim that 10 thats critical arid the degree to which you went to-

11 wouldnt have been the case 11 you want to spend your time in 30b6 witness testing

12 Similarly We had that Mr Rids 12 what you have gotlen informally

13 produces received e-mails in those thus perioda but 13 Also you have the option obviously of

14 again the sent a-mails are missiu 14 taking AM1 up on its proposal to also test that

15 There are similar issues bin that sott 15 representation in effectual depositions you know of

16 of introduces the issues 16 MeyersSeyerMenard and even Ruiz

17 lyfR RLEDBERG So clearly and again 17 MEt ASHLEY Could respond to

18 think the idea is to give you little feedback about .18 Mr Pmiedberg Your Honor

19 our take on some of this Obviously this is not by any
19 MR REkRQN Your Honor its David

20 means meant to be deteeithnation because there is no 20 Herron May interject before Mr Ashley speaks

21 this is not hearing there it ot factual you know 21 SPECiAL MASTER P0rPm Sure

22 record under oath and we are not doing decision-making 22 MR iEPRON with respect have to

23 this point We are just hying to give you some feedback 23 object guess cant object to his presence provided

24 technically 21 that bes reviewed and signed the
protective order
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acknowledgment but to object to him speaking to orations to three of the tour that explained it

technical matters here better to me why there was so many for these usclivlduals

This is not hearing where we are The deleted items foldcts au being used

offering evidence as Mr Priedbecg just pointed out and as stali when they were dropping onto the actual into

it seems to me thai Mr Friedberg is the technical expert the dumpster Mr Meeker having gone bank to the dumpste

who ought to be speaking but not Mr Ashley nd repopuicted the deleted items folders which were

SPECIAL MASTER POPPrn Well let me ml then reVinWe and produced gives me much better

this It seems to me that we are not in the mode of andcrstanding of where this 49 percent of e-mail carrie

having forpaal evidentiary hearing aitd ald that to from and why they were there.

10 you atte front end This is notthe kind of record 10 MR FRTEDI3BRG Okay

11 that am working with 11 MR ASHLEY Now we have concerns about

12 The second observation is indeed 12 the deleted items folder ui relation to the vaulted for

13 Mr Friedherg sad his colinague see hero as court 13 instance where the deleted items folders were rruigraue

14 consultants At the seIne time if its important for mc 14 Into the vault from the archives and in May 06 they

15 to be or for rae ultimately to be infbrmed and to 15 ceased being captured and brought in from the c-mail

16
literally

launch you back to meet and confer with 16 collections my viewS as we use in tha deleted items

17 observations that we are making to the extent that 17 folders as the place of best preservation end that

18 Mr Ashleys comments are going to be
helpful

to the 18 causes problem

19 dialogue that Mr Priedberg is having with you Ilten 19 MR FREDBJIRO thought May06 is

20 view itto be important dont view itto be sworn 20 after the journalling was implemented

21 testimony bt think its important to have 21 MIt ASHLEY No riot the case There

22 So understand your position dont 22 were at least 84 custodians who wemeatjoumalcd until

23 know why this impacts on the protective order intend 23 after May06

24 to make no decision here today So help me with the 24 MR FIERRON It is the ume that when

Pege 31 Page 33

protective order aspect
custodians were put on call they were within day ox

MR HEBRON Judge we you know if concurrently or within tow days with the exceptions

both parties have in the context of preservation that we will provide to Intel also put on thejournal

discovery marked number of doctuni eros our owes briefs So it was concurrent

etcetera as con gdential You Icoow question whether MR FREDB ERG agree with Mr Ashley

weshouidbedoingthat frenklyjdonttbinkAMt obviouslyif there wasa big- tmeen Ithoughtihat

believes that we should but we have and therefore the timing was different but if there is big gap and

material we arc discussing is covered by the protective deleted items arent being migrated to the vault you

order know and thats where they are storing stiiff agree

10 assume that Mi Ashley has in fact 10 that would be an issue But you all can sort of work

11 eaoutnd it and understand the Courts position an.d 12 that out in your informal ermchanges right

12 thats perfectly
fine 12 MR ASHLEY Yes

13 Thank you for considering my point 13 MR FRIEDBERG Okay So let en move

14 SPECIAL MASTER POPPITI Thank you 14 to the other point that we were talking about which is

15 Mr Ashley did you want to be asking 15 the eflt items which is you know to give you some

16 Mr Friedberg question 26 feedback about the point that Intel was just making that

17 MR ASHLEY Yes please Your Honor 17 there is ajump you know very big statistical jump in

18 did sign the
protective

order over year ago believe 18 the ann items when you move from the self-select period

19 If you point rue down the deleted items 19 to the journalling period lo have that right Thats

lvr Friedberg we when we started this investigation we 20 the theory right

21 were sropxised to find 53000 items attributable to 21 MR PICKETT Yes

22 49 percent of the items attributable to four executives 22 MEL PRIEDBERG So think AMD is also

23 When we got the response from Mr Fowler 23 cant remember whether they proffered that additioai

24 and got to learn more about Ivir Meekers dumpster 24 informal exchanges in that regard but that does oh
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they arc offering the backup tapes so that seems to be we get from that arid whether that dacsat put largely the

focus as you know significant issue that should be issue to rest

explored especially since if we understand it if the SPECLAL MASTER POPPITI Eric do lms

dumpster was set lot P.uiz to 360 days in Marah of05 have question

you would think generally speaking that the sent items MR PklBD3ERG was just wondering

would be ptured in the dumpster when the dumpster iteril whether AMD could cIarijoet how it expects the isuo

were repopulated correct of the restoration of the October to November backup

MR ASUEY Correct Your Honor tapes to addrets the issue with the disparity between the

MR FRJEDEItRG So-- thit is Ruts statistics in the self-select period yon know

10 Mr Friedberg speaking Arsd so you know we do you 10 vit-s-vis the Ruiz statistics post srchiving didnt

ii know we do see that as an issue that definitely is worth 11 quite get that

12 some exploration and seems to have on the face of it L2 MR 1flhlt.RON Unfortunately

i.t you kuowprior to any kind of formal discovety and 33 Mr Fdedbesg em not sure that confining of that first

14 hearings and whatnot some want to say merit 14 into that time period is going to oniy address that

15 because that was you know mote troubling static 15 issue You correctly pointed out that the that

16 So think that again thats an area 16
setting

tire dumpster setting to 360-day time period

37 where think the to the extent that there are informal 1I one would expect would have resulted along with barves

exchanges that take place that
put

that matter to rest 18 to have you know collectiou that was more

29 fine Thit obviously if riot that is ultimately going 19 squiveleatto the postjonntallmg time frame

20 to transition to wiwse that would be the proper subject
20 So it may be and think that AMD is

ri of 30bX6 deposition
and also testimony potentially 21 prepared to restore additional backup tapes through that

22 given by Ruin 22 tuna period preceding migration En the vault andjournat

23 So on that-- so again our framework 23 and to see whether we have iii fact captured as

24 in doing this is to give you fedback about what types of expect is the case any e-mail not previously produced

Page 35 Page 37

things are looking like they have snore merit or are Iltore and if so we would produce it

troubling than othcr so that you all can sort of decide That collection should in fact answer

at the cd of the day how much you want to dig into in whole or in part whether ornOt there has been

these in the formal processes adequate collection an adequate backstop to collect

Its also youa chance to tell us Look c-mails not previously produced

you have got all the technical stuff wrong and to the So what am saying is that ´ME is

extent that we you know that ajudge is going to be prepared to restore the backup tapes from during that

making decision about how much fomial discovery to giv time period and to produce those unique a-mails

and to the eatent that that decision is going to be SECIAL MASTER POPPIfl Okay Then

Ii predicated on inpaa-toucimderstandingofthe 10 letsmove--

11 technical ISSueS we se looking for you once we give
11 MR FIUEEBERQ Does A1l have--and

12 you this informal lkedback about how issues arc hitting 12 again this may he not appropriate in question and let

13 us to tell us whether we are you know on base or off 13 me know if you think ifs not--does AM have current

it bane Is that fair Judge 14 you know working theory about what is accounting for the

15 SPECIAL MAStER POPPITI Yea That 1e difference between the self-select period arid the

16 fair 16 journalting

17 MR PICKETT rons Intels standpoint 17 MR HERRON Well mean its

18 you am on base with that one 19 difficult guess we dont have final answer is the

39 SPECJAL MASTER POPITI Ase there any 19 beet way to say it now We know that Mr Ruins

20 coimnents from AM with
respect

to No 32 and 20
assistant as we set forth in the papers had

21 MR HERRON No Your 1-loner thInk 21 admioifsative access to his e-mail accouqt You know

22 that your summary sets out things cotiectiy especially
22 perhaps there was leakage thtough that

23 in Semis of AMI proposed ditcovery or resolution we are 23 MR FRJfiDDERO We saw that but the

24 going to restore backup tapes
end that we will see what issue with that would be that you know the dumpster

enimaranea55anaassWn3neemantiaWRanWasansanmam emsersaremaneeenonamensnree
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setting is sat on his mailbox so ragardlese of whether think that AM here has offered proposed edditicrnal

he is accessing it you would think that the items would formal infrmat exchanges rather regarding its

stIll go to the dumpster and then be available because representations for or how these deleted the

the harvest was done before 360 days was up distribution of these deleted items and think that

MEL HEPi.OW leuspect however if again where we come out is the general right to take

admirsistradve aCcess is gained and releases were made 30b6 witness depoItion teatitnony about this kind of

through that administrative access the question whether issue mean isi general it would encompass this kind

that goes into the deleted folders of the you know of of technical jssue And think at the end of the day

the e-ntail account owner ox th deleted folders of the again the Judge is going to weigh witat you ultimately

10 person gaining administrative access ant just unclear 10 come up with after the informal exchanges about how

11 The fact is that resolution lies in our 12 satirdert you ace Intel about what AM said about bow

12 going to resorting to backup tapes
which we have 12 much format discovery you are going to get in this

13 obligated ourselves to do sod arc in the pracess of 13 regard

14 doing We do suggest that once we receive these results 14 M1 JIcKErr understand and rildaf

15 tbats the time for analysis whether it was offoetive or 15 mean to slight th issues that you had identified on the

16 not effective 16 summary because it is not clear to us how Mr Meekers

17 SPECIALMASTERPDIPITI Letmepose 17 explanatIon ofwhathe didwithrespcctto harvesting

18 question to Mr Priedberg Is there another mechanism 18 from dumpsters fits the actual production

19 how an indlvidual would delete 19 MIt ASHLEY Your Honor ill could just

20 MR RE EE.G mean one --
rn.ann

20 metre comment please Your Honor plaae

21 one issue you know that obviously would be of 21 SIECIAL MASTIIR POPPTI Thank you sir

22 concern is that the if the if thc disparity was-- 22 Mit ASHLEY This ties in again pretty

23 dont know whether or not and have to check this 23 much with whet we just discussed regarding the dumpster

24 mysolt whether or not if you were shift deleting these 24 Our concerns with the global failure was that 96 percent

Page 39 Page 41

items whether thi wouldnt goto the dumpster and of the deleted items came from only 20 costorijasts That

therefore
thaes why you see difference between wmat5 may be again indicative of some of the dumpster

in the Ruiz dumpster and whats in the you know -- but restoration that were done by Mr Meeker for limited

dont-- one would have to conlion that in fact number ofcustodians That maybe whats skewed that

sh.i delete doesnt go to the dumpster sod numbar

essentially under their settings whether it would not SPECIAL MASTER POPPtrI And gather

go to the dumpster and two youd have to sort of--I that again that would be left for informal

sin not exactly sure how you would go about exploring representations or perhaps further informal discussion

whether or not that was the deletion mecheism possibly with Mr Meeker Agreed

10 through the depsItion of Rui 10 MEL ASHLEY believe the dumpster

11 SPECIAL MASTER POPPEIi Okay Well 11 items that AId have already proposed restoring will

12 its something to explore 12 answer that

13 We are onto tbur then please 13 MR PICKEiT But do think we do need

MR PICKETr Yes Your Honor This 14 some fuller explanation of Mr Meekers activities and

15 goes to harvest issues and you have accurately listed 15 the effect of theta Por example when ha goes into

16 those issues 16 restored dursipster on October 29th and the setting
has

17 Inadditiontlioughthareisa 17 nntbten chsngedthatooly captures seven days andyo

15 gentleman by the name of Kwok K-w-o-k who has had sum 18 we just need --and then why only four other individuals

19 harvest failures thatAMD hts pointed us to There is 19 those kinds of questions just to usiderstand what the

25 also some questioes regarding an August07 letter from 20 exceptions to the protocol were

2.1 AMI which describes some harvest failures relating to 21 MH FR1BDBERO And think that the

22 believe Mr RuIz and some other individuals that we have 22 Judge you know believes that those are fair questions

23 some further questions
about 23 mean think this is act area that we think these are

24 MR FRIEDBERG mean he Ijust 24 fair questions nod we are hoping you can get as far as
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you can down the road with informal discovery And if hinself Thats just not the case In fact in the

you cant resolve it to your satisfaction then you could month ofJuly it-was 57 out of 62 a-mails The next

do it uxdr oath Ajid if you can resolve it to your month 75 out of7E The nett month all 67 sent e-mails

satisfaction you can aiso you know get your -- get the that w5te produced he ced nself The next month all

agreed upon explanations vnder oath in the 30b6 86 So Isni not quite aware ofthe tatitUo hot folt

deposition but that would probably take you know less the need to respond to that assertion

time SPCLAL MASrER PO3PXTh Well then if

So what we want to know at the end of there is need forlntel to further explain where their

the process is you know from Intels point of view it statistics come om am sure they will do that

10 would be helpful to know at the end of the renewed 10 MR PICKEIT Yes Your l4onor

11 offered inlbnoal exchange what areas are you mo do 31 SPECIAL MASTER POPP1TI Onto six then

12 they seally necd additional probing on in the 30b6 12 pirasa

13 deposition as opposed to wanting to get confmnations 13 MR PICKEIT This is the production

14 what they have learned under oath both axe 14 from lost files folders in which only four custodians

15 appropriate but than that will help the Judge set some 15 produced lost flies And that goes to the really goes

15 length of the 30b6 deposition 16 to how the system has worlred as explained by Mr Tither

17 SPECIAL MASTER POPPITI 1.ets move 17 and perhaps Mr Ashicy could chime in here because our

18 to tiva -- 18 experts dont dQ net believe that the encrypticu

19 Tvfl FICKEIT Yes This has to do with 19 explanation snakes sense Also dDea not understand the

20 the auto delete function think there isat least 20 explanation for FCSs exporting of lost files that they

21 broader thtement that is not reflected in tIte suniinary 21 shouldnt have

22 Mr Ashleys affidavit at paragraphs 25 to 32 thIs is in 22 Apparently AMDa position is that

23 the tecood column the statement Is relies only on Ruir 23 relevant flies were produced but under their protocol

24 statistics it also relies on Mr Keplers data Ajid 24
they wnuldnt have been produced It just raises some

Page 43 Page 45

as further report we have got Ihrtber prodctin of question

Mn Keplers dorument and have had chance to review MR A5lLl3Y dont know whether you

that It does trot include Items that have been retained want me 10 cOmment ahead of Mr Fricdberg or vice versa

for privilege review but given what we have only but ant sure this is an area Mr Friedberg will be very

only 60 percent of Mr Keplers production he cod well-versed in

himself ott which was the explanation for why his ability
SPECIAL MASTERPOPPlTl Indeed And we

to turn off the auto delete was not problem so it just have had sonic discusSion

raises questions MR ASHLEY Do you want Mi.Priedberg

guess similarly we have questions to go first

10 about Was Mr Kepler the only one to tom oauto 10 MR PR1EDEilRO will go Mr Ashley

11 delete and you know was there Investigation to make 11 mean think that again here this is this wlfl

12 sstre that that was so 12 move us up to the 50000-feet level for second here

13 IvIRIIERRON lvfay Irespontito that 13
jtrstcorrect us if we arc wrong butweareortof

14 SPECEALMASTERPOPPITI Sure yes 14 taking this argument as essentially them is

15 MR EERRON Pirsf the orprecentatiori
15 essentially tnetadta in the deduction that indicates in

has been made now several times that Kepler Mt Keple 16 Intels mind sense of undisclosed mmcdietiot in

17 is the cnly designated custodian wh had this issue We 17 other words that the lost and foutid nomenclature in what

18 think that should put the end of it .- put that to end 19 will call the metsdata of the produced files is

2.9 If they want that -. if Intel wants that under oath we LB indicating remediation of problem that AMD didnt

20 will provide it 20 disclose

21 But you know 11 dont know where 21 So A--and Mr Ashley do get that

22 Mr Pickets is getting his statistics about only 22 generally right as the reason you are raising this

23 60 percent of the sent c-mails during the pre-journalli.ng
23 MR ASHLEY The lost and found is

24 period having been sent e-tttaIl on which Mr Kepler cc 24 another issue Mr Frieclbcrg That related to the
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corruption quantify to what degree this even is thr case for

ME FRfEDBRG am sorry xnisspok
other eustodians coect

The lost flies apologize MR ASHLEY Correct And the position

.4P. ASIEY It goes to the podctio with the lost tiles nd the images is its relatively

of lost flies for four of the custodians by A4D They easy and not time v.onsuming task to identi if they

are tiles within the lost flies folder whirls as we both exisL think the images have bees captured for

know would imagine that having the folder created preservation purposes and we can see that relevant dal

automatically by the end case imaging process was found its four occasions in four images And this is

MR. FRIEDBERG Yes an area that basically AM responded Mr Fowler

ID MIt ASHLEY Obviously the other tiles 10 responded wasnt
part

of PCS protocol
to des with lost

11 were found on fos indivlduals Within four individuat 11 flies

12 images and produced by AMD which we have located 12 lain aware obviously as you are

13 MIt FRBD$ERG l3ut the reason you are 13 Mr Friedberg have been thiougli marty of these matters

14 raising that ia yow- theory is that this represents
14 the vendors protocol doesnt dictate what hes dons in

15 forensic recovery of information that was inappropriatel
15 discovery

16 inst 16 MR FRIEDEERO Could you hold on one

1.7 MR ASI3LBY Thats one possibility
17 second

18 The other beLief is that these tiles that were located in 16 SPECiAL MASTER POPPITI Give as you

19 this lost files foldee all the time became the losses 19 moment please just one moment tam going to put you

20 wIthin the they lost the
patterns

folder structure 20 on hold

21 which does occur occasionally on those files Then witl 21 Offthe record

22 the foresie software were placed into the lost files 22 MR FRIEDBE1iG SoMr Asblryo if we

23 folder They were still actual files and as such were 23 understand AM1Ys response to the quote/unquote selective

24 reviewable and certainly on fosr occasions Wtre 24 production issue thcirre.sponse is Look with
respect

Page 47 Euge 49

located sndproduced toth two of the fourpeople thereason that thelost

MR FRDBERG And so not to be too flIes is in the netadato of the production or in that

colloquial but so what And tbesefors what folder is because of decryption process
all of the

MR ASHLEY Well basically the data from those two drives is were placed in those

position kMD have said on those documents that folders

have read is that their protocol was to forensically So we anderstand that you map or may riot

image ifeot all the majority of custodians drives think that thats accurate but would implore you to

The probability is that lost flies you know nrplure that through your own independent

folders exist across tbe majority of those images which testing to determine whether or not thats reasonable

10 are say inactive data As you can see from this case 10 and accurate response

11 these for instances potentially relevant data and we 11 MR ASHLEY If we come to that we will

12 believe that that is not being loolced at and harvested 12 do that However understand that AM also responded

13 MR TlUEDERG So what your theory is 13 that having had the decryption process issues that they

14 is not this necessarily represents an inappropriate 14 rn-decrypted and dealt with the data conectiy shall we

3-S or an undisclosed sott of intentions retnediation but 15 say and produced the date from that re-decrypted clrive

16 that lts their harvesting these lost files they should 16 MR FRLBDI3ERG R4ght But what tam

1-1 be barvestig them everybody 17 saying is lets say it was just
those two foldert just

18 MR PICRETT think we dont know 18 those two custodians and for some and lam Oot you

.19 but-t minimuna it showo that the harvesting is 19 know sin not person ally as farntl with the lost

20 inconsistent because some in oniy four cases some case 20 flies protocol but jets say fOr example that

21 lost flies are being harvested but lOr the remainder not 21 literally when you take drive and letis say its

22 at all 22 whole list encryption or coma other eneryption isSueS if

23 l. FRIEDBERCI So it does seem irs 23 it does cause all the flies to be dumped into that

24 informal discovery you could
get fairly down the road to 24 folder it would not dont think subject to you
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know obviously more argument about this be fair to MR ASIILEY think thai will be part

say Look you had the obligation because you dd it of the inibrmal discovery prooess think as we race to

with respect to these two where afl the data was the recovered Ibiders iilnctiotlalitJ of end ease not

commingled to produce lottfiles for all be other anywhere inaither of my declarations was thalinised as

images dont necessarily think that would be fair an issue

argument MR FiIEDBEItO am gMng that as an

AMD is specifically
to that point example becaute you were saying thai iTh very easy to

As response in that regard on the other two drives produce lost file information from all the images And

is that that wasnt part of their general protocol to what lam suggesting to you is that the ease of

10 produce data torn lost files and it was just an error 10 production is not the only factor There are mean

11 and so they shouldnt be held to producing data from 11 arguably you could argue that it is under you know

12 those lost inlders 12 the new definition of reasonably acceptable

13 So would say you should get as far as 23 It also may be that the Court might say

14 you can in the informal processes because then if it it Look thats sort of forensic recovery and am not

15 comes down to if you are satisfied on the fist two that 15 going to start ordering forensic recoveries across you

16 were fully decrypted and that that really occurred md 16 know 300 custodians or whatever it is

17 thats why those were produced then its obviously going 17 ant not prejudgisig it and Jam not

28 to tee ap an issue for the lodge about Well should Ah4D 18 saying thats where anybodys going to come out em

19 am sony should AMD have produced dais from all 19 just lagging that as an issue that if you all come back

20 lost file folders across all custodiaus7 And the answer 20 and say Look this inconsistency by AMI tarrants ten

21 to that may be yes and the answer to that might be no 21 custodian production of lost ide inforrnaUon that

22 For example you would you know am 22 becomes to some degree legal issue would think

23 sure acknowledge Mr Ashley that one can very quickly 23 IvIR. ASlILEY Yes We are not talking

24 use you know recover deleted fblders function in end 24 about deleted information We are talldng about active

lege 51 Page 53

case to tecover deleted flies It takes very little files that are located in the lest files folder

time MR FRIEDBERO understand that

Thats not necessarily standard or understand that

approved way of doing you know e-discovety harvesting SP3CJAL MASTER POPPITI Well then

even though its doable and yoi get
real data and think we have covered that tires enough

sometimes you get relevant data Lets move on then to seven please

So it would tee up an issue for the MR PICKEIT This oAe has to do with

Judge about you know is that data accessible you know the migration of ISP files to the vault and an ifldcaofl

reasonably accessible and is it appropriate for the Court that there were errors with resyect In 15 custodian.s ut

10 to order you know custodian-wide discovery of those 1.0 that migration process
and think thats been

11 lost tiles if that ends up being your argument 11 accurately stated in the summary

12 Is that fairway totceupilietwo 12 SPECIALMASThRPOPPITI And AMD

13 issues 13 proposes further providing further information in that

14 MR ASHLEY Yes Arid Iwili deal with 14 regard

15 issue one flrt regarding the decryption 15 MR. PICIZETT Yes

16 MR FRIEEERG dont need you to 15 SPECIAL MASTER POPPITI Okay really

17 adds-ass it substantively now am saying Go back and 17 think thats probably enough said about seven

18 figure it out and see at the end of that informal process 16 Mit PIOKEITT No has to do with on

19 whether you still want to push that point 19 going-forward basis archiving irs the vault sod what

20 MR.ASHLEY Ithinkinordertobeable 20 bappeoswithrcspectto deletediterna Thefirstissue

21 todothatIthinkwaneedfuxlharirtthimationfrornAMD 21 is identifsedin the summary which is the from

22 dont that encryption softwsre wits in use 22 Mr Ashleys psragraph 42 wIth respect to the discrepauey

23 MR FRIEDBP.RO They are offering 23 between the seven-day and the 30-day treatment of the

24 assistancO in that regard 24 deletions ttink that actually affecta more No the

seecmvenereanewneemenrasreumannszerenanarnanaasewrmu
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migration CounseL have question There Ins

An issue her though there are to be discrepaney between the statement in AlDs brief

really sort of Iwo issues One is with respect to how at page
and Mr Fowies affidavit at paragraph 39 as

AMD when the happen to notice large stores of deleun to whether deleted items from before 2005 were archived

items would migrate them Thats ftom Mr Fowlars in the fault If you will take look at the July 24th

paragraph 39 correspondence page paragraphS the second full

The other has in do with the statement sentence it reads FIe apparently is ant familiar with

from Mr Fowlers paragraph in which he stateS that how the semantic aystcrn migrates copies of historic PSTS

custodians have access to the vault even after its been to the vault In early May 2006 the vault in fact

10 migrated and exceptions exist so that custodians can 10 was unable to sweep and retain e-mail from deleted item

11 delete from the vault even after migration 11 thldere setting MvID altered in ligbt of the journal

12 MR FRIEDBERG So mean think that 12 redundancy

13 -- think we understand what the parties positions are 13 If you measure that seOlence against

14 want to clarify one thing So we see that AMD is 14 Mr Fowiers aflidavit at 39 and am looking at the

15 saying that its previously produced the witness on 15 first full stntence there appears to he an

16 archiving and Intel declined AMJYs offer to produce him 16 kiconsiteucy dont meow whether you waqt to address

again 17 that now or whethet you want to be addressing that in

18 MX PrclFITT think thats little lit your informal meet and confers

l9 strong think the first session had sores merit but it 19 MR IERRON Why dont address it now

20 was limited And AMD did offer the witness -- weil 20 and we can follow-up if necessary

21 witness guess heis under oath but offered the person 21 Deleted items that were in PST folders

22 up for thxthr explanation and that was never accepted 22 were in feet migrated There was historic migration

23 declined but it was just--I take it it still ex.ists 23 because migration of historic PSTs to the vault The

24 MR FRlEDBERG Sn is AMI -- 24 other migration that happened as matter of course was

Page 55 Page 57

sony Is AMD willing to give access to that person to the migration of deleted in bo items Those were swept

clarify these open issues into the vault beginning in November of 2005 through

MR HERRObI Yes AIV is willing to approximately May of 2006 and then as noted

provide person to provide clarification about these diaccmtinued in light of the redundancy of thejournal

issue but Mr Pickett is inconect its his recitation of which obtainad and retained all et and received items

what happened The offer was made in writing It was So thats the distinction nd hope clarifies it

notaccepted Thercwasafortherconversationbetween SPECEALMASTERPOPPITE Itdrcs Than

it inc and ME Levy of Oibscn Dunn in which he stated to mi you

that there was no further need to have any discussion ML HERRON Certainly

70 with Mr Meeker who had been provided 10 SPECIAL MASTER POPPITi Moce no thee

11 nut you ketow they are raising
issues 11 to nine

12 they want answers on We just want an end to this 72 MR PICKETT Wejust had some questions

13 exereisa We will produce Mr Meeker again 13 about that but lets move onto nine This is the lost

14 SPECIAL MASTER POPPITh And it seems to 14 and found file path

15 me in an inibonal process and in light of what we are 15 SPECIAL MASTER POPPITL You want to

16 doing today that makes sante 36 raise some questions about what

17 MR PICKEJT Thats fine YoorHooor 17 MR PIC2fETE think it5 better leg

18 stand corrected then wasift part
of that 18 to the meet and confer process

19 eciuversation 19 SPECIALMASTERPOPITI Thats fine

20 SPECIALMASTERPOPPETI Thankyou 20 Thankynu

21 lICKFTT ln this has to do with 21 MX PICIETL On nine the lost and

22 theuseoftheternislostandfouadiotheflle paths 22 foundfilnpathiteme thercie a-its been captured

23 SPECIAL MASTER POPPITT Give us one 23 here and there is concern tbat due to rnigrntioss there

24 moment please 24 was some corruption of the ST flies We need to
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understand Iirtber about those notations and the into consideration as you are exploring this inttead of

protocols and understand that AM has propoted that
teeing up these issues for Judge Poppiti at the end of

SPECIIALMASTERPOPP1TI Theyhave theformal attheendofthemfosxnalprocess

indnad SP.c1ALMAS1ERPoPPm Thsnkyon

dont think there needs to be any lle.xt item please

fin-ther comceetUs on nine MR PICEE1T Item ten confusing hold

Eric you have questionl notice instructions This has to go with really to the

vfR FRThDBEy4.G ijust want to ask content of the litigation bold notice and in

something offline particular
the explanation that the instructions were

10 SPECIAL MASThR POiPITh Counseljust 10 not mandatory which to us was led to other

11 one moment please 11 questions as to why did you -why would you issue

2.2 Off the record 12 notice thats not mandatory what were the exceptions

13 ML FR1BBERG For Mr Ashley 13 and so no And understand at least some information

14 Mr Ashley just on the going back to the lost files 14 has been offered by AMI in that regard

15 point forarninute axeyoothece 15 CI/tLMASThRPOPPITh And iitscemst

16 ML ASHLEY Yes 16 mc you should continue to explore that lefonnatly and

17 MR FRIEDIERG So did you did 17 that it would be an appropriate subject for 30b6
18 Intel when itwas doing its harvesting production 18 Paragraph iipiease

19 unifonnlyacrosathc all its custodians recover and 19 MR PIICJEIT II also concrrnathe

20 produce information from those folders 20 uncertainties regarding the file path iofbmsation and

21 MR ASHLEY have no insolvesnent in 21 alto raises the de.-duplication groomer As to

22 Intels side of this case regarding correction 22 da-duplication AMID has ofJmred to provide Limber

23 preservation etcetera was brought into the ease 23 information

24 maybe 12 months ago due to some anomalies thatwu wer 24 think there is some die path

Page 59 Pnge 61

trying to nd to dig little deeper into AMDs information forthcoming fromAM but thais really for

production Thats the ejent of my iirvoivement Mr -Ierrons saying

MR PBIEDBERG Does counsel on Intels MR FR.U3DBERG II
think it would be

side know that helpful here Mr Ashley if you could make your best

MR PICKE7T can assure you that case on this file path issue because it does stin Us

dont that 14lstl --I am sosrj AMDs arguments that the file

MR DILLlCKRACH will be glad to look path information had been produced since the beginning

into it if can readily find an answer toil dont there hasnt been an objection to it and it would be

thInk
arty

of us have an answer here today quite difficult if not impossible to go back and redo

10 SPECIAL MASTER POPPIJi Thank you 10 the file path infonnation for the whole production

11 MR HERRON think the answer is no 12 So again we might not be understanding

12 that they were not imaging they were not retaining or 12 that right So if you Want to shed any other
light on

13 they were not hying to harvest those sort of tIles 13 that we would appreciate that

14 They didnt do imaging Instsd they copied select 14 MR ASHLEY Yeah The proposal was

15 fiio and dont think that those sort of lost files 15 never that they should go back and recreate all the file

16 were attempted to be recovered even after the deletion 26 paths What happened when we started to notice sonic

17 five cusiodiat were kasovos about think we are going 17 gaps should we say in the production for want of

10 to find the answer is no 18 better expression was trying to establish the sources

19 MR FR1EDRG Mr Herron thipk 19 of the data hod come from that are being produced as

20 thats consistent with whati remember horn the 20 re1evan and tha only way to do that really was by

21 depositions is that they were sort of harvesting active 21 understanding the file path information. Put it became

22 files and as you say rio forensic imaging of custodian 22 apparent very quickly that that was extremely difficult

23
lap tops

23 It didnt seem to be
airy

standard naming

24 So again you xnightwantto lake that 24 convention suspect that multiple personnel or
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17 Eages 62 to 65

62

entities were involved in gathering
data from diflbrent laiR HERRON are not sure exactly What

locations They were using dilterent naming conventions Intel is driving at here Each side identified

They are neither
attatnptirsg

to interpret that to see cüstodins put them undet hold as this case unfolded

whether all relevant sources that were identified in the AME started as we have dflned in our brief

AMD
protocol

had been gone to to recover data from wino Aer that time as discovery was

El was implied in our protocol and because couldrft propounded as you kilow there was back and forth betweer

utideratand the petbirsg names couldnt discern thrn the
parties

arid as we came to the conclusion that we

bailer and that may be intomial would have odian.based document production each

again belter understanding if their naming convention side continues to idcntif custodians through June

10 is in the fbldcr path it may well resolve that totally
20 2006 end iii tact after that time

11 So its not matter of recreating the path but 11 Intel has beet very resistant and

12
explaining

to us what we fl 12 Mi Eloyd might want to speak to this to talk about how

13 MR Dil.L1CKRACH This is 13 eustodlans ware identified why they were identifIed and

Mr Dillickrach 1ff can just add one Thing As we are .14 probably for legitimate reason altec that does in feet

15 using the data on both sidat of this case for diffarent 15 raise the turning point
of

privilege
or work product

36 reasons its not uncommon in get the post
facto 16 issues Sot am not sure what Mr Picbtt is driving at

17 requests We just got request
front One of Mi Harrons 17 here

10 colleagues yesterday asking about some data that have 18 What they have in hand right now are the

19 some infornialion dial was produced approximately 13 or 29 datet on whicti each sod every iridivldual received

20 14 months ago
20 notice the precise notice each arid every individual

21 So tJsitik it is in my experience as 21 received they know about the migrations involved in the

22 you are using the data for different reasons the 22 jourais so beyond that what 30b6 witaess could

23 questions that dont come up on the initial review may 23 testiij to without
disclosing privilege amjustnot

It come up down the road 24 cleat on Ijust raise that as concern

Page Page 55

SpECIAL MASThR P0PPm Okay have SPECIAL MASTER POPPm understand

no questions or comments with respect to thaL You Imow of course that have tiot been

Have we missed any issues that of the following other than knowing depositions are occurring

numbered issues on the chart following the detail of the depositions buryou also

MR P1CKETT sea sorry We have gone know that Mr Eriedberg has been And in my discussions

through all 11 with him certainiy understand that thit topic was

SPECIAL MASTER POPPIfl My question is certainly ettempted to be probed during the Intel

Dothe ii captureyonruniverseofidcntffietlproblems depositicosandlundeestsndthtitwithrespectto

laiR PICKIETT would say they capture questions that were asked concerning this topic that the

10 our lat ofimown and strorigjy suspected items There 10 attorney/client privilege was interposed and have not

13 are some other items that we em really going to need 13 been asked to osaka any ruling with respect to questions

12 better understanding of what call the foundational 12 posimd the privilege raised and guess my observation

13 discovery to know that but think for now its firer 13 is If Intel wants to take the time that ultimately

14 SPECIAL MASTER POPPITL Okay 3-4 allot during the 30b6 deposition to spend and hear

15 MR PICICEIT And have added few 25 you say Objection privileged than they can do that

16 points along the way as they
seemed appropriate 16 MR PjCKErc Another pteniia1 approach

27 SPECIAL MASTER IOPPflTI Do you want to 17 is during the isafornial meet sad confer process we would

18 turn the page then and look at the other lapses
10 atk for example Is there an explanation that is not

19 previously dIsclosed by AMO please 19 privileged

20 laiR PICKEU Sure The first one late 20 SPECIAL MASTER POENTI And

21 delivery of weiften hold notices we know when the hold 21 understand that and fi1y anticipate that thats

22 notiee were sent What we dont know is why many key 22 precisely what you would do and thats why it was

23 custodians were delayed 23 important for us to approach the work today the way we

24 S1ECIALMASTERPOPPITh Okay 24 have
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_________
Pages 66 to 69r

Page 66 Pagis 6S

MR PICKETt Let no correct by Intel of that information is essential to assessment

misstatement of mine Your Honor with respect to this of its nedistion plan which its undertaken If that

said that we knew when the hold were not the case in other words if the nondesiated

notices went 0th As understand ii we know that for cTJsJothafls Weso st timely and actually

the custodians who have produced dooumentt but not fbr preserving and subject to backup then Intels

the non-pmductioia custodians whose documents have been remediatioo pLan is founded on faint assumption and it

retained cannot possibly work to replace the files that have been

In correspondence pricirto
the motrons lost

AMD indicated that they lalt that was not relevant Axid so for that reason and thats

10 howeve Intel has produced that and if its not 20 reason that does not apply to AlidD thatThtei baa

11 selevant to both sides thats tine But if it it 11 willingly obliged itseif observed by the Court to

12 there is some kind of relevance to ii it ought to be the 22 supply data about its non-designated custodians

13 same for each alde 13 AM is not remotely in that same

14 MR I3ERROI4 Your Horror rosy speak to 14 position in tint true sense that we eovide information of

15 that 15 100 non-designated custodians who in one intel pick

16 SPECIAL MASTER POPPITh Yes please 16 will be entirely irrelevant to this case end his

17 MR HElRDN Judge the request by Intel 17 documents wilt be it-relevant to this case submt is

18 for this kind jnlbrmation about non-dosigriatecl 21 overbreadth undoly burdensome and inappropriate

19 custodians is the
perfect example of the overbreadth of 19 SPECiAL MASTER POPPm And dont

20 their discovery and quite frankly misuse of 20 need to liens Intel make any corsunent with respect to that

21 discovery 21 It seems to that you have you state your position

22 Intel has conceded in its briefthat 22 with respect to.infonnation that you say you will not

23 even thoogh they lost by non-designated custodian 23 provide during the course of ibis informal process 1f

24 there wu1d be no prejudice because the documents from 24 at the end of the work that you inlbrznslly Intel

Page 67 Page 69

the non-designated custodian never coins into play Intel intends stilt to join that issue then 11 will make

has exactly one custodian pick
left .4flej- that

pick
is determination with respect to that issue

made whatever documents an un-designated custodian saved Eat think in light of the way that we

ordidnt sya whether they are notified or c1 notified have attempted to structure work going Ito-ward would

matters not at all its not relevant to any issue in
prefer

not to deal with it at this point You have said

this cave its certainly riot relevant to preservation you are not going to provide it Intel has hed you are

Intel has adequate information to not going to provide it It will be their call as to

designate custodians that tells it precisely
whatAMD has wheth.er or not they ultimately want to join that issue

done end they can assess the preservation proivrn by MR HERRON Very well Thank you

10 thaç on that basis And their you know we are heaiing 10 SPECIAL MASTER POPPITh think thats

11 from Mr Pickett again that thare needs lobe an absolute 11 the most efficient way to handle it

12 level playing field bet-ween AMD and Intel on the iue of 12 MR PICKETT a-ee

13 disclosures including upon nun-designatedeustodiana 13 Asto thercinaining items to Mr Kepler

14 But there is material difference that 14 we have think covered adequately in our discussiono

15 distinguishes the partias obligations Intel had 15 item five above

16 break down that it acknowledges in fact that as many as 16 SPECIAL MASTER po1Pm think we

17 1000 of its custodians and it rcniedtation plan is 17 have

it founded on its assumption the files destroyed by one 18 MR ICKBTT Mr Oji arid Mr Soares nra

19 custodian would have been preserved irs other custodians 19 described adequately and we understrid there is

20 files including rue files of tarn-designated flies
IThat

20 infoniistiori forthcoming

21 of course only possibleif in factthe 21 MR HEP.RON lundes-stand that as wall

22 non-designated cuStodian iveehed timely litigation 22 SPECIAL MASTER PDPPTT1 So if thats

23 hold with actually preserving documents with subject to 23 by flipping to the end of that document brings us to the

24 adequate backup arid the like snd therefore disclose- 24 end of the work then what Id like you to do arid either
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_____
19 Pages 70 to 73

Paga 70 Page 72

do it for me now or tell me you will do it ftr me in the Lsj conference

early part
of the new week give me some sense as to what SPECIAL MASTER POPPITI Yes Id like

you all see to be an appropriate time frame to get the. your thought so that we dont dont wind up having to

informal process moving again and Jam not meaning In reconvene you for the purpose of simply asking you to do

suggest you havent also been working while the motion that

has been pending and then tell me when the process MR PIZETT understand

should close SPECIAL MASTER POPPITI And in
talking

MR HERON Your Honor might suggest about the 30b6 deposition would expect you are

that the parties do what we have often done In the past also going to be dealing with scope as well

10 which is get together you know as early as this 10 MR PJCKETP Yes

11 aftemoon or tomorrow morning and
tiy

and come up with 11 SPECIAL MASTER POPPITh Okay Wall

12 at least an outline and ccport to the Court at some tbne 12
sincerely appreciate your willingness to work the way we

13 next week about what we suggest as proposed timetable 3.3 had ptoposed hope you agree with me that we have

14 for moving forward 14 think we have accomplished lot in
getting you back on

15 MR PICKETT Thats line with
sate

Your 15 path of getting significant .amtomt of information

Honor propose we have relatively short period 16 informally and look forward to the work product on

17 of time for this intensive informal meet and confer and 17 Monday with respect to the rohlout

10 thea schedule week or so after that when convenient itt Any other conments or questions please

29 for Your Honor essentially stains conlbrence for where 19 MR PiCllETI Not from us Thank you

20 wearasndwhereweshouldhnad 20 YourHonor

21 SPECIAL MASTER POPPITI em happy to 21 SPECIAL MASTER POPPITI Thank you

22 do that And also want you to be discussing in 22 MR COTTRELL Your Honor my

23 addition in the time frame your view the tboe 23 understanding is we are going to take short break and

parameters for 30b6 24 thenbava call an initial call about the reporters

Page 71 Page 73

ML PICXKETT Very good motion issue

SPECIAL MASTER POPPJ.Th understand SPECIAL MASTER POPPIU Yes

platen say 30b6 expect you are going to have MR CQURBLL Your Honor do you want

morn than one individual the 3O chain So what to give son time

Pd like to do is ifyott can do you expect you are SPECIAL MASTER POPITll Its
quarter

of

going to be able to get back to me by Monday close of three now Fred Lets look at 305 five after three

business MR COURELL Thats fine Your Honor

MR PtCETT Yes Your- Honor will call Mr Finger and Ms McGijire and think

SPECIAL MASTER POPPJTI Then lets Mi Diatond will be on and then we will have everybody

10 said do you expect that need teleconthreoce with you 10 use this call in number in minutes

11 or is it just fimdllon ofreceiring your proposal 11 SPECiAL MASTER POPPITh That would he

12 MFLPI.CZETT Ibeiievntbelatter 12 great

3.3 SPECIAL MASTER POPPITT Thou lets do 13 The teleconference was concluded tat

close of business on the 15th and once sea the tuna 14 248 p.m

15 frame you are proposing will set an appa-opriate date 15

16 for whatever remains in terms of perhaps you should do 16

.17 thatforme as well Setthetjmcframq setsoson 17

18 proposal with
respect

to items that remain hi dispute for

19 any further filing atid thea will be in
position to 19

20 understand an
appropriate

time for further aiid final 20

21 hearing 21

22 MR PlClEU clarification with 22

23
respect

to the last assignment Is that essentially
23

24 proposal for mechanism by which to proceed following di 24
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Page 74

CRTIFICAT
STATE OF DELAWARE

NEW CASTLE COUNTY

Renee Meyers Certified Realtime

Reporter within and for the County and State aforesaid

do hereby certLfy that the foregoing teleconference was

taken before me pursuant to notice at the time and

place indicated that the teleconference was correctly

recorded in machine shorthand by me and thereafter

lD transcribed under my supervision with computeraided

11 transcription that the foregoing teleconference is

12 true record and that am neither of counsel nor kin to

13 any party in said action nor interested in the outcome

14 thereof

15 WITNESS my hand this 12th day of September A.D

16 2008

19
REdISTERED FROFESSEONAL REORTE

20 CERTIEICATION NO 106RER
Expircs January 31 2011

21

22

23

24
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12/16/08

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE

rNREINTELCORPORATION MDLNo.05-1717-JJF

NIICROPROCESSOR ANTITRUST

LITIGATION____ ____ ______ _____________________ ____

ADVANCE MICRO DEVICES INC and No 05-44 1-JJF

AMD iNTERNATIONAL SALES

SERVICE LTD

Plaintiffs

vs

INTEL CORPORATION and INTEL

KABUSHIKI KAISHA

______ ______
Defendants

__________________________ _____

P1-IlL PAUL on behalf of himself and all others No 05-485-JJF

similarly situated

Plaintiffs

vs

INTEL CORPORATION

Defeidant
______ ___________ _______________

NOTICE OF TAKING DEPOSITION OF
ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES INC and AMJ INTERNATIONAL

SALES SERVICE LTD

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to Rule 30b6 of the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure defendant Intel Corporation will take the deposition of Advanced Micro Devices Inc

arid AMD International Sales Service Ltd collectively AMD on January through

beginning each day at 930 aim at the offices of Binghain McCutchen LLP Three Embarcadero

A/72715 10.2



Center San Francisco CA 94111 or at such other time and place as the parties may agree The

deposition will be recorded by stenographic and sound-and-visual videogiaphic means will be

taken before Notary Public or other officer authorized to administer oaths and will continue

from day to day until completed weekends and public holidays excepted

Reference is made to the Description of Matters on Which Examination is Requested

attached hereto as Exhibit and incorporated herein by this reference Tn accordance with Rule

30b6 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure AMD is hereby notified of its obligation to

designate one or more officers directors or managing agents or other persons who consent to

do so to testify on its behalf as to all matters embraced in the Description of Matters on Which

Examination is Requested and known or reasonably available to AM
PLEASE TAKE FURFifER NOTICE that pursuant to Rules 30b and 34 of the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Intel requests that AMD produce for inspection copying and

use at the deposition all of the documents arid other tangible things in their possession custody

or control and responsive to the Categories of Documents and Tangible Things Requested for

Production attached hereto as Exhibit and incorporated herein by reference Production shall

take place at the time and place of the deposition or at such other time and place as the parties

may mutually agree

OF COUNSEL POTTER ANDERSON CORROON LL

Robert Cooper By
Daniel Floyd Richard Horwitz 2246
Gibson Dunn Crutcher LLP Harding Drane Ji 1023
333 South Grand Avenue Hercules Plaza 6th Floor

Los Angeles CA 900071 1313 MaTket Street

213 229-7000 P.O Box 951

Wilmington DE 19899-0951

Peter MoJJ 302 984-6000

Danen Bernhard th2iitt
Howrey LLP

1299 Pennsylvania Avenue

NW Washington DC 20004 Attorneys for Defendants

202 73-0800 thtel Corporation and Intel Kabushiki Kaisha

Dated December 200S

-2-

A/727g 1510.2





EXBIBJT

DESCRIPTION OF MATTERS ON WIICII

EXAMAT1ON IS B1IQIJESTED

DEFINITIONS

AMD shall mean and refer collectively to plaintiffs Advanced Micro Devlces

Inc and AMD International Sales Service Ltd including their respective past and
present

officers directors agents attorneys employees consultants or other persons acting on either of

their behalf

AMD Custodians or Custodians means and refers to the approximately 440

individuals identified by AMD on its Custodian List served on June 2006 pursuant to the

Stipulation and Order Regarding Document Production entered by the Court in this Litigation

Litigation means and refers to the litigation in which this Notice of Taking

Deposition has been served

IL

SUBJECT MATTER

AMDs implementation and use of Enterprise Vault in all relevant geographic

regions including but not limited to

Timing of implementation and deployment

Initial configuration and any subsequent changes thereto

Migration of data into Enterprise Vault storage including the types of

data migrated and not migrated

Quality control safeguards and auditing

Reporting search and production capabilities

Processes used to extract data from the system and

Errors malfunctions data corruption or loss

At7275iO.2



AJ\1Ds implementation and use of an email joumaling system in all relevant

geographic regions including but not limited to

Timing of implementation and deployment

mimi configuration and any subsequent changes thereto

Types of data the email joumaling system was configured to preserve

and types
of data it was not configured to preserve

Quality control safeguards and auditing

Reporting search and production capabilities

Processes used to extraot data from the system and

Errors malfunctions data corruption or loss

Configuration of AMDs cml systems including but not limited to

Employees ability to customize email settings that could impact

preservation of emails

Dumpster settings use of shiftdelete and AMD Custodians ability to

permanently delete email messages

MaiJbo size limits or quotas for AMD employees emai including but

not limited to

Nature and purpose of any limits or quotas including any changes

after AMD reasonably anticipated this Litigation

Consequences of an email account nearing or reaching the limit

or quota

Recommendations or instructions to employees and Custodians

and

Whether and when AMD Custodians reached storage limits after

March 11 2005 and the identities of such Custodians

Date on which AM first reasonably anticipated this Litigation and the events

and circumstances leading to AMDs decision to commence this Litigation

AMDs litigation hold notices for the Litigation including but not limited to

The timing of AMDs issuance of written litigation hold notices

Meaning and intent of the anguage used

Al727S5O.2



Custodians compliance

Monitoring and auditing and

IT Department technical support

AMIDs harvesting of electronic data for this Litigation from all geographic

locations and sources hard drives live exchange server mailboxes Enterprise Vault email

joumaling including hut not limited to

Identity of entities and personnel conducting harvests

Protocols and
processes used

Types of data included and excluded fron harvests

Ttiming of harvesting activities

Identity of custodians subject to harvesting and

Documentation auditing validation and issue tracking

Nature of and protocols for AM ITs support of custodian preservation

activities

Data processing protocols and procedures utilized by AMDs electronic discovery

vendors including but not limited to

Identity of vendor performing processing functions

Processes used

Types of data included or excluded from processing

Hardware and software used and

Documentation auditing validation and issue tracking

De-duplication and near de-duplication methods used by AND during this

Litigation including but not limited to

Protocols databases and tools used by PCS and Stratit3

Attenex methodology for deduplication and near deduplication and

Custodians manua de-duplication or near de-duplication decisions

At727BI5W2



Rackup tape policies and protocols including but not limited to

Pre-Litigation disaster recovery backup tapes including type of backups

software and media used content and frequency of the backups tape

rotationlrecyciing schedule and restoration activities for this Litigation

Preservation of backup tapes for this Litigation including type of backups

software and media used content and frequency of the backups tape

rotationlrecyciing schedule restoration activities for this Litigation and

11 Facts underlying the statement in Mr Herrons letter of October 24 2005 to Mr
Rosenthal aX that AMDs document retention and destruction policies were suspended to

prevent the inadvertent destruction of documents that may be relevant to this lawsuit

12 For each individual AMD Custodian for whom data has not been produced to

Intel i.e non-designated Custodians

Timing of and specific steps taken for preservation of data

Any biown or suspected non-preservation of data

Dates on which the Custodians documents were harvested ftr the

Litigation

Dates on which the Bnterprise Vault was first used to capture and

preserve email for the Custodian

Dates on which the Custodian received Litigation Hold Notice and

13 Any known or suspected nonpreservation of Custodian data

14 The timing scope and nature of the problems and/or issues for the following

Custodians data preservation harvesting processing and/or productions

Mr Ruiz

Mr Oji

Mr Soares

Mr Kwok

Mr Kepler

Mr Urani and

Mr Brunswick

A172785lO.2



15 AMDs attempts suceessfi.i1 or unsuccessful to recover restore or produce

documents related to any Custodian including but iiot imited to the Custodians identified in

Topic 14 above from backup tapes other employees electronic files andlor from data

previously harvested but suppressed by AMDs neardeduplication protocols

16 AMDs audits and investigations of the sufficiency of its data preservation

harvesting ad productions related to the Litigation

Afl2751O2
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LXHIE1T

CATEGORIES OF DOCUMENTS AND TANGIBLE THINGS

REQUESTED 1OR PRODUCTION

DEFINITIONS

AND shall mean and refer collectively to plaintiffs Advanced Micro Devices

Inc and AMD International Sales Service Ltd including their respective past and present

officers directors agents attorneys employees consultants or other persons acting Ofl either of

their behalf

AMD Custodians or Custodians means and refers to the approximately 440

individuals identified by AND on its Custodian List served on June 2006 pursuant to the

Stipulation and Order Regarding Document Production entered by the Court in this Litigation

Litigation means and refers to the litigation in which this Notice of Taking

Deposition has been served

IL

REQUESTS

Documents sufficient to show the dates and sources of eath harvest of electronic

data for each Custodian including each harvest from hard drive Enterprise Vault system email

journaling system PNS and exchange servers

For each Custodian documents sufficient to show the nature and scope of each

harvest of electronic data from AIvIDs Enterprise Vault arid email ournaling systems including

the search tools parameters and/or criteria used to extract the data

By Custodian and for each suppressed email the logs or tracking information

automatically generated by and/or stored within the Attenex databases as result of the near

dededuplication process as referenced during Mr Cardines interview on October 15 2008

The logs generated during the migration of PSTs into AMDs Enterprise Vault

system as referenced during Mr Meekers interview on December Ii 2008

Documents sufficient to show which Custodians if any requested an increase in

his or her malibox size quotas after March 2005 the date of any such requests and the

action taken by AMDs IT department in response to such requests

727sm5O.2 10



Documents sufficient to show any instructions recommendation and/or user

guides provided to AMD employees or internal AMD IT policies and/or procedures related

to AMIDs Enterprise Vault and emaU journaling systems

For each Custodian documents sufficient to show each email address and/or

display name that when used would result in an email being delivered to the subject

Custodians AMD email account

Ai72751510.2 11
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ME EYE NY M113 RS LP

aEIJINC 4bb Solith Htpe Street SAN FRANCISCO

Ln Angdes GaflfDrnia 9oo71.99 SWANCI4A

URY CITY rELErON 2z43 XUCON VALLEY

HONG IONG rcs1MIL5 43O.647 SINGAPORE
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WEWORT BEACH WASHINCTQN O.C

NEW YORK ow Pu.i NVMS

December 19 2008
8346163

WRIlERS DIRKOT 1.SJ

____________________ 243o-64o

Donn Pickett F.sq
WRTF.RTAfl.AiTRESS

Bingham MeCutchen LLP sanuels@ommcom

Three Embarcadero Center

San Francisco CA 941 11-4067

Re 4M1v.Intg

Dear Mr Pickett

This letter is intended to initiate meet and confer discussions regarding Intels draft Rule

30b6 Deposition Notice delivered to us on Tuesday December 16

Let me make several preliminary comments

First on its face Intels deposition notice copy of which is attached goes well beyond

anything conceivably reasonable It contains 16 proposed topics and more than 50 subtopics

virha1y all of which are aimed at or at least touch upon privileged and work product areas

Second this notice seeks to expand discovery well beyond the issues set forth in the

Courts chart This is inappropiiate Special Master Poppiti has repeatedly admonished that the

Courts chart defines the parameters of discovery Thus among others Intels proposals to delve

into anticipation of litigation Proposed Topic No broad range of harvesting information

Proposed Topic No back up tape issues Proposed Topic No 10 non-designated custodian

data Proposed Topic No 12 and audits and investigations Proposed Topic No 16 are

outside the scope of what the Special Master has authorized

Third informal discovery was neant to nanow not expand the need for deposition

discovery After Intel has spent approximately 15 hours interrogating AMD and FCS personnel

through battery oflawyers and consultants we would have expected draft deposition notice

consistent with the representation you made to the Court that the informal disclosure process

has been productive and useful your acknowledgement that its purpose was to enable the

parties to tailor the formal discovery and your promise that after informal discovery

concluded the parties would rnen proceed to what thk of as confirmatory discovery see

November 2008 heaiing transcript at 30 and 32 We see no indiction that you have



DDBn Nckett sq Deoember 19 2008 Page

tailored Intels proposed deposition topics to account for the extensive information AMD

produced during informal discovery It strikes us that after AMID has produced the witnesses

Intel requested for extensive interviews responded to Intels histograms and provided other

significant informal discovery the issues in the Courts chart have largely been mined to the

fullest extent appropriate What little remains can be provided to you and the facts adduced at

the interviews can be confinned under oath as you indicated was the appropriate course

We now turn to the specifics of Intels proposed deposition topics

ProoedDeosition Topics

Prop Proposed Deposition Topic No seeks

information about the Enterprise Vault and contains subtopics while Topic No concerns

AMDsjournaling system and also has subtopics At the hearing on December12 you stated

that Iiite had received some detailed information regarding the jonmaling and archiving

good amount of data with respect to it and that the parties had made good progress See

December 12 2008 hearing transcript at 24 You also confirmed that the issue of.pst

migration has been reo1ved Id at 30-31 AMD agrees all of the issues listed in Intels draft

deposition notice on these topics have been comprehensively covered in the informal interview

process As such it seems to us that what you are proposing with respect to these deposition

topics is paradigmatic confrnnatory discovery

We suggest that Intel prepare list of the specific facts derived from the witness

ijiteMews which it would like AMD now to confirm Assuming that intel does so accurately

AMID is prepared to affirm them under oath This will give intel the formal record it wants and

obviate the need for deposition testimony on these topics

posed psjig Topic This proposed deposition topic seeks information

about AMIDs email systems and has subtopics Certain of the subtopics strike us as

amounting to primers on the standard operation
of Microsoft Outlook which intel and its experts

do not need testimony from AMD about Others such as subtopic concerning mailbox size

limits or quotas axe outside the scope of the Courts chart Although we could have objected to

Intel pursuing this topic atu informal interview we nevertheless allowed you to ask

any questions that you wanted in the belief that Intel would learn as it did that there is no

substance to Intels apparent theory that mailbox quotas somehow led to data loss Instead as

TJTinformed you AMDs litigation hold notices directed custodians to him for any such

issues arid __________ resolved any issue that arose by immediately increasing mailbox size

We have also proicedocumerits to you from the files of the designated IT custodians

documenting custodian requests for mailbox size limit increases and actions upon those requests

If Intel believes it has evidence of loss resultingflom mailbox size quotas we will reconsider

your position but failing that we dont think this is appropriate discovery

As to subtopic 3b AMD is prepared to afflnn under oath the dumpster settings that

apprised you of on December The remainder of this subtopic however
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concerns the standard operation of Microsoft Office is beyond the Courts chart and is

inappropriate discovery

roposed Deposition Topic No.4 This proposed deposition topic seeks information as

to when AMD reasonably anticipated commencing this litigation Not only is this topic not on

the Courts chart we have difficulty imagining any questions Intel could pose which would

intrude upon the attorney clIent privilege For this reason we do not intend to produce witness

to testify on this proposed topic

PppspositionTopicNo5 This proposed deposition topic is set forth under the

misleading umbrella term of hold notices but through its subtopics obviously seeks much

different and broader information Specifically subtopic asks about the timing of AMDs
issuance of written litigation hold notices which is information that AMD has already provided

to Intel with respect to each production custodian We are willing to aftirm that information

under oath Subtopic asks about the meaning and intent of the language used The

litigation hold notices are privileged and we negotiated non-waiver agreement as

precondition to their production we cant imagine any question that might be posed on this

subtopic that would not intrude upon work product and/or privilege For this reason we do not

intend to produce wItness on this subtopic Subtopic which says only Custodians

compliance is both unintelligible and to the extent it is decipherable at all does not appear to

be proper Rule 30b6 deposition topic WIth respect to subtopic concerning monitoring

and auditing AMD is prepared to provide narrative summary under oath of the steps it took

to monitor the preservation program that put in place for this litigation subject to rionwaiver

agreement This type of narrative suniniary is precisely what the parties agreed upon as

appropriate responses to many aspects of the Rule 30b6 discovery AMI propounded on Intel

regarding its preservation issues and so we assume that you find this accentabe Subtopic

concerns IT Department technical support topic fully covered at Mr interview

AMD will affirm under oath the facts adduced at that interview that Intel is interested in having

confirmed

oped Dxsition Tpic Np This proposed deposition topic broadly seeks data

about harvesting of electronic data for this litigation from all geographic locations and sources

including but not limited to various issues set forth in separate subtopics The Courts chart

does not allow or contemplate this soil ofboundless topic or formai discovery Moreover AMD
has produced to you already lengthy written summary of its collection protocols and lists of

harvesting dates for every production custodian Intel also extensively questioned

about harvesting In addition in the course of informal discovery AMD
has produced by letter responsive information about the entities and personnel who conducted

harvesting As such subtopics 6a through 6d seek information already provided Intel

should identify the facts derived from these interviews and other informal discovery which it

would like AMD to confirm and we will do so under oath Subtopic seeks the jiJdentity of

custodians subject to harvesting As noted Alvi has disclosed this information already with

respect to all production custodians information regarding non-designated custodians is

irrelevant to any issue As to subtopic we do not understand what is meant by
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auditing validation and issue tracking What is this asking for Obviously

to the extent this seeks work product or privileged information AMD will decline to waive those

protections

jedjQsitionjoicNo7 This proposed deposition topic seeks confirmatory

information regarding AMD rrs support of custodian preservation activities topic Intel

filly pursued at interview Intel should identify in writing the facts from that

interview on which lt seeks confirmation and AMD will confirm under oath

ad Proposed Deposition Topic No seeks

information about processing protocols and procedures utilized by AMDs electronic

discovery vendors and has subtopics while Topic No yet again seeks information about

e-duplication and near deduplication methods used by AMD and has subtopics

These topics are on their face directed to AMDs vendors activities no AMI employee

could speak to them We have provided you with access to ofFCS and you

questioned him for almost hours on these issues As to the issue of deduplication AMD also

produced detailed written information to you on October 15 2007 The bottom line here is that

AMJ has provided all the information Intel has requested on multiple occasions If there are

specific facts we or have already provided to you that you would like affirmed

please let us know what they are and we will affirm them or if Intel prefers provide responsive

narrative summary As to subtopic 9c we are unable to determine the nature of the information

Intel is seeking

çped 1ppsjtion Tcpc No2 10 In this proposed deposition topic Intel returns again

to the topic of backup tapes both pre-litigation and post This is not an issue identified in the

Courts chart Moreover AMD has already provided written summary about backup tapes and

we are in the process of preparing response to your letter requesting further information on this

topic jn addition although AMD registered its objection we permitted Intel to ask questions

about backup tapes at interview in the apparently vain hope that the information

would satisfy your apparent curiosity Instead you are now asking for such things as the type

of backups software and media used and other information irrelevant to any issue and certainly

well outside the bounds the Special Master has set

As stated at hearing AM is prepared to provide information about backup tape

coverage for the only two custodians for whom it has resorted to backups to supplement prior

productions-J beyond that and for the reasons noted above AMT declines

to produce witness on this topic

This proposed deposition topic seeks facts

underlying statement made by AMDs outside cotinsel in disclosure made more than three

years ago This type of information is more efficiently obtained through an interrogatory and so

AMD agrees to provide narrative summary of the pertinent facts under oath
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ProDosed Deposition To o.12 This proposed deposition topic and its subtopics

seek information about nondesignated custodians None of this concerns topic on the Courts

chart and it is irrelevant to any issue in this case We declines to produce witness on this topic

Proposed Deposit ropj No.U This proposed deposition topic seeks information

about any known or suspected non-preservation of AMD Custodian data This is not topic on

the Courts chart We have provided information to you in writing regarding certain custodians

consistent with our professional obligations There is no reason for deposition to confirm what

AM has told Intel already AM will provide narrative sunirnary under oath if Intel should

so desire We do not intend to waive privilege or work product protection

Proposed DeqqionJopicjJp lj This proposed deposition topic seeks information

about the timing scope and nature of problems andl or issues in data preservation harvesting

processing and/or productions for list of AIvID designated custodians AM is prepared

subject to nonwaiver agreement to provide narrative summaries as to ______________
AM believes that the disclosures afready made as

.u...T...j satisfy any duty AM has in that regard

pos opic No 15 This proposed deposition topic is redundant to those

covered by Topic No 14 and is the subject of disclosures already made by AM to intel

Proposed ositionTçpic NoJk This proposed deposition topic seeks information on

audits and investigations about AMDs data preservation harvesting and productions As we

have described several times AMDs in-house and outside counsel were responsible for these

fonctions and we cannot imagine questions Intel could ask that would not seek to invade the

attorney-client privilege or work product which we decline to waive We are prepared to

discuss subject to nonwaiver agreement an appropriate reciprocal exchange on this topic

IntePs Prop osed Document Requests

We were surprised to receive document requests accompanying this draft deposition

notice as we have never discussed second rotind of document discovery We will defer

response to the proposed document requests until we have resolved the deposition topics We

reserve all objections

We look forward to your response to the foregoing

Ver truly yours

Mark Samuels

of OMELVFNY MYERS LLF

EncL
LA3I 331
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Sent Thursday September 18 2006 805 AM
To Rocca Brian

Original Message--
Pros Herron David DHerroi@OMM.com
To Pickett Donn

Cc Smith Linda LSmjth@O14M.com Fowler Jeffrey JPowler@ONN.com Vespremi Roberta

rvespr@omfn.com Marks Anthony Perkins Coie Brown Bain ANarks@perkinscoie.cort-

Mtorthington@perkinscoie.com MWortl-iington@perkinscoie .com Dili.ickrath Thomas

DiliickrathT@howrey.com Rerron David DRerron@OMM.roni
Sent Wad Sep 17 200539 2008

Subject INFORMAL DISCLOSURES

Donn As promised here is our first take on an outline for informal disclosures on the

topics identified in the Court1s Chart and at hearing

This is preliminary and putting firmer dates to this obviously depends on everyones
schedules although we have put this in the order in which we suggest tl-ie disolosnrs

should take place After you have reviewed this .ets have meeting to walk through

each item Including the types of documents that ThteJ is interested in and the process
for getting tl-iose produced We can do this in person or by phone end suggest we hold that

meeting on Monday Septeiither 22

Here is the list

Lost Files issue Court Item No Week of Sapterer 29

Lost and found issue Court Item No Week of September 29

issue AND Prior Disclosure in Courts Chart Week of October

We need to know whether Intal is requesting production of the file count chart

outlined in ANDs brief and if so will need to confirm agreement about no waiver of

privilege or Work product prior to producing it

Harvesting/forensic collection protocols Court item No Week of October

Deduplication process and potentially file path information Court Item No 11
Week of October 13

Implementation of the journal and vault systems and related foundational

information Court Item No Week of October 20

Vault configurations for deleted items col2ectiDn exports and archiving on

goingforward basis Court Item Nos and Week of October 27

Historic .pst migration to the vault Court Item No 7- Week of October 27

As noted we will need to discuss the parameters of nuxrber of these and other items iii

the Courts chart including issues Court Item No and prior AMD Disclosure

generally what you are interes La regarding deduplication protocols and specifically
what the exchang-e should be on file path information Court Item No 11 and
information AND Prior Disclosure We also want to discuss whether Court Item NOs
10 and AND Prior Disclosure regarding purported late delivery of hold notices should be

deferred to dapoition David

David I. Herron
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Donn Pickett sq WRTTERS LMAILDR1S

Biugharn MeCutehen LLP
dherron@ouuneom

Three embarcadero Center

San Fra cisco CA 94111-4067

Re AMI Intel

Dear Mr Piekett

We write in response to your November 13 letter regarding the topics for the informal

interview of AMDs as well as to respond to pre.existing and Intels new wide

host of additional questions and requests for information

Informal Intew

We address two rnattei-s related tc informal interview First is the date and

conduct of that interview As agreed and discussed at hearing on November the interview will

proceed for one day on Thursday December Ii The interview will take place at AMiDS

facilities in Austin Texas The interview will begin at 930 am We will send you additional

logistical information as the interview date approaches addition AMD requests that Intel

limit the in-person attendance informal interview to no more than total of four

of its counsel and consultants We do not opposeadditional Intel representatives attending by

telephone and will pro\/ide
dialin for this purpose Our iew however is that this is the only

way to avoid repeat of what AMD believes to have been whether intentional or not the

intimidating inquisition-like setting and conduct of the prior itrterview of
Second with respect to the proposed topics set forth in your November letter

willbe able to respond to the vast majority of them We address each of the topics as

you have defined them below and provide you with AMDs suggestions and comments We

believe that the interview of-will be sufficient to bring closure to the informal

information process contemplated by the Court and the parties
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Harvest protocols used by AMD IT and ncn-PCS personnel hard drives live exchange

mail vault journal PNS

This topic appears to relate to Topic No in the Courts Chart The information

provided below about hard drive imaging by entities other than FCS responds to and satisfies

Intels request for information ott that point In any event does not have personal

knowledge on the issue ofnonFCS hard drive imaging As to AM IT harvesting protocols

from MDs vault journal axid custodians personal network space can provide

responsive information With regard to what you tenn live exchange mail we ask that lnte

define and describe the qiestions you have arid the information you eck so that AM can

provide responsive information At present we are unable to assess whetheris able

to provide responsive inform atiorL

Dumpster configurations andmodif1cations to sarne

This topic relates to Topic Nos and in the Courts Chart 1Pwill he

prepared to answer questions about these topics

Implementation ofjournai and vault systems and related foundational info

has already sat for an extenSive interview about these systems Se Case

Management Order No Paragraph What additional information is needed Please be

specific

Vault configurations for deleted items and related collection exports migration arid

archiving

This relates to Topic No in the Courts Chat wUJ be prepared to discuss

vault con.fmgurations for deleted items The other subtopics are subsumed eisewhere Collection

of exports
is covered by item number above migration is covered by item number below

and archiving is covered by item number above

Historic PST migration to the vault

This refers to Topic No.7 in the Counts Chart Whiledid not himself

conduct this migration he wilt be prepared to respond to questions on this topic

Foundational info re outlook settings and employeest email usage e.g storage limits for

employees email accounts

This topic is not set forth in the Courts Chart and was not raised by Intel at the

September II hearing As phrased this topic also inappropriately
seeks generalized

description of all AM employees email usage.cannot speak to that that is an

individual custodianby-custodian inquiry better suited to custodian deposition

As we have told you it is also inappropriate for Intel to attempt unilaterally to expand the

topics for inquiry beyond those defined by the Courts Chart or raised at the September II
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hearing Your characterizing topic as foundational doesift change this In addition in our

meet and confer on November Intel was unable to identify any suspected problem or issue it

perceives with respect to email storage limits Indeed at that time you stated that Intel had no
idea until we ask the questions This strikes us as clear example of illegitimate 1tfishing

Intel WiLl need to better define what information it seeks and why We will then consider

whether response will be provided and in what manner

Foundational info re Asia- and Europe-based servers settings journal vault

harvesting

portion of this topic appears to relate remotely to Topic No in the Courts Chart

but much of it does not Within reasonable limits AM agrees that certain questions about

journaling and vaulting for Asia and Europe-based custodians would notbe inappropriate

Again however nothing in the Courts Chart deals with Asia and Europe servers their settings

0T harvesting in those locations

Again AMD will consider your proposed expansion topics on the condition that IteI

identifies with particularity what questions it will have about servers settings on servers

and harvesting Short of that we are unable to assess whether and to what exteritJ
can provide information nor are we able to prepare him to do so

Protocols for AMD IT support of custodian preservation activities

This too is not topic defined in thc Courts Chart or at hearing nor is it defined well

What do you mean by this To the extent questions on this topic reasonably relate to those in

issue -- has personal knowledge -- AMD will not object Lets discuss this

Backup Tapes

Your November 13 letter promises list of issues and questions Intel says it has with

regard to back up tapes We await that list

Numbers

Intel has asked why there may be gaps in certain numbers with respect to file paths

produced for various custodians The principal reasons include that some exports were related to

paper productions for which rio pathing information is required to be produced in addition

certain exports might not have contained any responsive documents or all of the files in an

export mayhave been duplicative of the relevant files contained on piece of media processed

earlier thus yielding no responsive files for production It also possible that the files in an

export contained privileged material which yielded no responsive documents for production or

the export contained privilege redactions for which there is no requirement to produce pathing

infonnation Depending on the custodian there may be other reasons for interrupted numerical

progression ofp numbers
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3G000 ocurncnts Regardh the auI

Per your request attached are documents that give hgblevel overview of the AMD
Enterprise Vault product

We were surprised to see your November 13 ietters new three-part specification of the

30000 foot documents Intel now
says

it wants AMD and intel obviously differ in their

interpretation of what should be produced and we oppose Intels proposed expansion of

discovery on this topic As you should be awarewas already provided for an

extensive no-holds-barred interview on this subject In fact Case Management Order No 4-

recites the fact that the parties have already have exchanged information on archiving systems

noting that the operations of those archiving systems has been the subject of interviews and

other formal andlor informal exchanges If you have specific aædihonal questions or document

requests you should send them along and we will determine the best means of addressing then

g41agiztg

Your November 13 letter asks AMD to identify vendors other than FCS that imaged hard

drives As stated baths interviews AMD utilized PCS for the vast majority of its

hard drive imaging forRIesinated custodians At timeS beginning in October 2005 through

200 AMD also utilized Global Data Finders to obtain hard drive images and also utilized

Digital Discovery Solutions one occasion In each case the images taken by these entities

were hit-by-bit images It is possible that another single image was taken by another verdor

and we are attempting to corifiriri that

riQpcqs Reg Bncktp 1pes Used 3-nsi4toFCS
AMD believes that it has provided Intel with information sufficient to satisfy reasonable

inquiry on this issue If Intel wishes to spend interview time withoa this subject

AMD is prepared to have him address the following why AMD IT used backup tapes

instead of other external media such as hard drive who at AMD IT was responsible for

creating the tapes in general the time frames when the tapes were created and in

general what data was included on the tapes We think the answers provided will obviate the

need to ask the additional questions your November 13 letter outlines In any event AMD
believes those questions are irrelevant and beyond the scope of easonable inquiry

New hitel Questions Regaz-c1in Lta Collection in Japan and China

The questions posed in your November 13 letter again go beyond the scope of issues

defined by the Courts Chart cr at the September 11 hearing Please set forth Inzel position in

writing as to why this information is relevant and appropriately produced in iæfbrmal discovery

Short of that these questions strike us as irrelevant and unnecessary make-work
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AMD has reconsidered its position with regard to providing intel spreadsheet of pre

review file counts foi1 During this informal discovery process it has become quite clear

that inadvertent loss is no longer an issue As stated in Intels October email Intel

itsel ac owledges that it does not need this information We agree Indeed AMD has already

produced full explanation of what happened with and what AMD did to obtain

replacement files Those files have been produced Analysis shows robust producto1 Cor
if there is further information Intel requires about the loss Intel can depose aswe

have invited on multiple occasions AMD is unwilling to waive privilege Dr attorney work

product protection

My October 28 letter to you clearly stated AMDs position on production of harvesting

related inforrnatioji That letter suggested several ways in which Intel potentially could move

discussion on this topic forward Your November 13 letter offers nothing new Intel needs to

narrow its request for this data We await your proposal To reemphasize will not

be aible to answer questions or this topic In addition AMD has stated that if necessary it will

produce an appropriate witness to answer questions on this topic We stand by that

representation AMD however declines produce such witness during infonnal discovery

and will not produce such witness until the proper contours of inquiry have been agreed to

between the parties or decided by the Special Master

We are prepared to discuss these issues at mutually-agreeable time

reIy
David Hewon

of OMELVENY MYERS LLP

Attathments

LA3 52J.1
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